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Annual Trin Raucous Students Soak Funston Dorm AIDS Week
Ceremony
Events Raise
Set for Sun.
Awareness
By REBECCA BROWN '11

By KRISTEN CARLSON '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The 49th Annual Lessons
and Carols Ceremony will be
held on Dec. 9 at 4 p.m. and
again at 7 p.m. in the Chapel.
The event is free of charge and
all students are welcome to
come.
The Lessons and Carols ceremony has been at Trinity
College since 1958 and is based
on the same ceremony held at
King's College, Cambridge. The
first service was held in Truro,
England in 1880 based on
ancient sources adapted by
Edward White Benson, who was
the Bishop of Truro and later
became
Archbishop
of
Canterbury.
In 1918, Dr. E. Milner-White
brought the tradition to King's
College, Cambridge just after
the end of World War I as a
Christmastime comfort to postwar England. The Dean prefaced
the Bidding Prayer with, "All
those who rejoice with us, but
upon another shore and in a
greater light, that multitude
which none can number, whose
hope was in the Word made
flesh." The poignant service
gained so much popularity that
it began to be recorded and
broadcast across Great Britain.
As Hope Eakins writes in the
service's program, "The Service
of Lessons and Carols is a traditional form of Christian worship
during Christmastide. The story
of the fall of humanity, the
promise of the Messiah who will
come to redeem us, and the
birth of Jesus is told in nine
short Bible readings, interspersed with Christmas carols
and hymns. The service proclaims the loving purposes of
God seen through the words of
the Bible and through the
music.
"Lessons and Carols is more
than a quaint tradition. It is an
annual invitation to discover
afresh the saving power of
Emmanuel, God-with-us. The
meaning of the service is found
by those who 'in heart and mind
go even unto Bethlehem, and
see this thing which is come to
pass.'"
Here at Trinity College readers for the ceremony are selected
see CONCERT on page 17
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In honor of World AIDS
Day on Dec. 1, Trinity College
hosted several events to promote
awareness of the syndrome the
week of Nov. 26. From discussion groups, an annual concert
event at Peter's Retreat House,
to an AIDS Day ceremony on
Saturday, Dec. 1, Trinity was
active in making efforts to
increase an understanding of
how AIDS affects communities.
The Trinity College BRIDGE
Organization was at the forefront of these events, soliciting
the collaboration of many campus organizations throughout
the week.
According to Vice President
Joe Tarzi
of
BRIDGE
Samantha Levy '09,
Members of the Hartford Fire Department pause outside Funston Residence Hall as they clean up excess water.
the BRIDGE
Organization
began as a group with the goal
of "start[ing] an organization on
campus that would unite members of the Trinity community
ByKATYNOLIN'08
the students were liable and sub- no damage to the electrical sys- from various backgrounds with
TRIPOD STAFF
ject to arrest under Hertford fire tem of the building, [... but] the varied interests." With this
regulations because they tam- elevator needed a ' few minor vision in mind, the group
Two first-year
students, pered with official fire and safe- repairs and was up and running sought the assistance of various
whose names remain undis- ty equipment. No official the next day."
campus organizations, working
closed by the Dean of Students charges have been filed by the
Funston was closed for alongside the Biology Club, the
office, set off a sprinkler at 7 HFD, however.
approximately two and a half Muslim Student Association
p.m. on Thursday after knocking
"I find it ridiculous that the hours as firefighters, Campus (MSA), the Asian American
it with a football in the third school is making the student[s] Safety officers, and College Student Association (AASA), the
floor hallway of Funston. Their pay for all damages," said fresh- housekeeping staff attempted to American
Medical
Student
error caused extensive water man Mark McGrath, who lives clean up the water. Students also Association
(AMSA),
flow from the third floor down- in an undamaged single on the had to wait for the city electri- Encouraging
Respect
of
ward and students living in third floor. "The incident was cian and other inspectors to Sexualities (EROS), and the
Funston were forced to evacuate an accident that might cost the examine the building and ensure Women & Gender Resource
as four fire trucks . from student thousands of dollars, an
Hartford Engine Company 9 amount which could greatly bur- see IRRESPONSIBLE on page 9
see STUDENT page 7
were called to the scene.
den his family. Instead, the
Although damage to student College should draw from its
and College property has been several hundred million dollar
minimal, residents in Funston trust, and 'punish' the student[s]
are disappointed with the another way."
College's response to the acciNo final decision regarding
dent. Trinity has not yet decided the students' punishment has
on punishment for the two stu- been made as of yet and damage
dents, and will do so at a resi- to the building was minimal,
dential hearing later in the week. although official cost estimates
According to the Trinity have not been calculated. "We
College Residential Contract, are currently assessing the dam"participation in any type of age to the building, but we
sport activity (including water believe that we got lucky and
fights) in the hallways and/or did not have a large amount of
public areas of the residence damage," said Sally Katz,
halls is prohibited." The two Director of Facilities.
offenders face possible residen"We have had to replace, a.
tial censures as well as possible sprinkler head and some of the
punishments by the Hartford piping to the sprinklers," she
Fire Department.
added. "We also had to refill
Erin Caner
The Hartford Fire Marshal and re-test the sprinkler system,
expressed displeasure with the to see that it went back up with- On Dec. 3, George Will '62, Washington Post columnist and Pulitzer Prize winner,
students' actions, indicating that out any difficulties. There was came to Trinity to give a lecture to students, faculty, and community members.

Concrete jungle building temporarily closed after first-year students
playing football in hallway set off sprinkler, spark floodwaters

Will '62 Lectures at Trinity
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EDITORIAL
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Trinity's Entitlement Mentality
Trinity's own George Will spoke for
nearly an hour Monday night on what he
termed the "entitlement mentality" that he
believes is plaguing the American people. In
light of Mr. Will's lecture, perhaps it would
be prudent to examine the extent of
Trinity's own entitlement mentality.
Does Trinity suffer from the same entitlement mentality that Mr. Will said haunts
America? That's hard to say. Students are all
too often quick to blame the administration
for incidents of racism and sexism among
the student body or the lack of an intellectual ethos at Trinity. But maybe our own
sense of entitlement gets in the way of finding solutions to these problems on our own.
Is it a sense of entitlement that makes
many of us think it's OK to leave our bathrooms and hallways a mess each weekend for
the housekeeping staff to clean up? Can we
point to a mentality of entitlement as the
root cause of a general lack of civility on
campus?

Students who attend one of the most
expensive colleges in the country should be
entitled to an adequate number of courses
to choose from each semester. They should
be entitled to feeling comfortable in the
classroom and on Vernon Street, knowing
that their ideas and personal beliefs should
always be respected, if not accepted.
Professors who chose to teach at a liberal arts institution that prides itself on student-faculty interaction and applicant selectivity should be entitled to classrooms full
of bright and engaged students who want
to learn.
Entitlement has its limits, and separating what one is entitled to and what one
must earn is never easy. But in order to
overcome the apathy of those who feel
they are entitled to everything they want at
Trinity (easy grades, not being held
accountable for irresponsible behavior,
etc.), we must never stop striving for a better Trinity.

Letters to the Editor
Mice Problem Should Be Dealt
With More Humanely
While reading the November 27 issue
of the Trinity Tripod, I came across an
article entitled, "Students Battle Poor
Living Conditions." After reading
through it a bit, I discovered that a
mouse problem in Wheaton and Cook
was being dealt -with using sticky traps.
The exterminator who put'them in. the
dorms said that they cause mice to die
from "exhaustion," but this is definitely
a euphemism; when mice get stuck to
these traps, they die after enduring days
of starvation or pull off their own limbs
while struggling to escape. These traps
are an extremely cruel way to get rid of a
rodent problem; I understand that this
problem must be dealt with, but it can
be solved in a much more humane way.
Signed,
Rachel Burns c10
Tripod Needs to Reexamine
'Around Trinity5 Content
First, I absolutely must say that I have
a great deal of respect for all members of
the Tripod's staff, I really do commend
the students who work on this publication often without recognition and
under serious time constraints. Also, I
am not without a sense of humor and
clearly recognize that the tone of "Top
10 Ways to Get Into Around Trinity" is
sardonic and is most likely intended to
be playful if not somewhat irreverent.
Regardless, lean not help but be alarmed
by suggestions such as "show a girl 'what
Up' by drenching her in booze" and references ' to an incident with a "roofie
colada," a bit of purportedly harmless
gossip playfully placed beside a short
description of a handicapped local taxi
driver. Although I found this to be disturbing, what I found most disconcerting
about this week's Tripod was that on the
very next page the New Britain YWCA
had placed an informational advertisement regarding the frequency of sexual
assault on college campuses. The absurdity of this situation is frankly too obvious
to even explore and I can only hope that
more students were as outraged.
I learned of this "roofie colada" passage after attending the Thursday night
forum held by the ISC ("Who Wears the

Pants at Trinity?") in which students discussed gender dynamics here on campus. Surely, one could doubt the practicality and productivity of an exercise
such as the ISG's forum because the
discourse often becomes so elevated
that there does not seem to be any
room for practical solutions. The
notion of a pervasive patriarchy on this
campus and the seemingly endless need
to clarify the role of the fraternities and,
sororities seem to often create an environment in which ail solutions are not
only difficult to achieve but to articulate on a basic level at Trinity. One
could quite easily argue that an event
such as this is nothing more than a limited discussion or an intellectual exercise that happened to have occurred
outside of a classroom. And yet, regardless of one's affiliation with any sort of
group on Campus, how could any student ignore such blatantly sexist dialogue? This may be a far greater issue
that has its roots in basic American
structures, as many would contend, but
it is also* clearly an alarmingly serious
problem on a campus of students who
possess the power and the potential to
analyze these deeply embedded traditions. Even if one does not feel compelled to speak about this issue in small
circles or in forums, there should be a
consensus that this campus is in dire
need of a basic reexamination not only
of the dialogue that comes not from
the mass media but from our own student publications.
Thank you.
Signed, \
Allison Horrocks '09

Prejudice is True Problem At
Trinity
Reading about "racial problems" at
Trinity, I begin to despair - if such a bastion of liberal education cannot correctly identify and address such situations,
what hope is there for the rest of
American society? Surely Trinity cannot
have abandoned liberal education in
favor of "educating" cloth-brained liberals. (Fortunately, there are other kinds.)
One major obstacle to identifying and
addressing "racial problems" arises from
the American penchant for short, snappy sound bites. So we decry "racism,"
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and then act. as if racism were a distinct
disease, in the same class as alcoholism
and so many other "isms." But "racism"
really means "racial prejudice." If we
could forget the former term and use
only the latter, we might be more ready
to understand that racial prejudice is
only one particular aspect of the whole
problem of prejudice. That problem is
the propensity for pre-judging people on
the basis of irrelevant characteristics. On
campus, for example, there is the prejudice held by some Greeks against independents, and the prejudice held by
some independents against Greeks, not
to mention the more famous prejudice
held by members of any particular Greek
house against the members of all other
Greek houses. There's the prejudice of
dorm dwellers against day students, and
vice versa. The list of examples goes on
and on, but the conclusion is simple:
You cannot make any progress against
one particular form of prejudice (whether
racial or otherwise) without addressing
the fundamental problem of prejudice
itself. But there is another obstacle to.
identifying "racial problems" correctly (a
necessary precursor to addressing, them
effectively). That is the propensity of the
aforementioned cloth-brained liberals (as
well as many others who should know
better) to proclaim racism as the primary
cause of any disagreement or unpleasantness between persons of different. racial
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ancestries. (Somehow this racism seems
always to be attributed to the lighterskinned person(s) in the unpleasant situation, regardless of the color of the
attributor.) In other words, even if the
nature of the disagreement or unpleasantness is such that it could just as well
have arisen between persons of identical racial ancestry, the fact that it
happened to arise between persons of
differing racial ancestry is (quite
wrongly) taken to be prima facie evidence that "racism" is the root cause
of it. Unfortunately, those who recognize that a given situation might not
have been caused by racism are rarely
willing to speak up, because they realize that their opinions will misinterpreted as "a racist's refusal To recognize racism." And so the cycle continues, with false accusations of
"racism" continuing to perpetuate
real racial prejudice. Until clarity of
thought and real willingness to listen
to differing opinions lead to accurate
analyses of events, no progress will be
made in addressing either racial prejudice or the many other varieties of
equally harmful prejudice which are
all too prevalent in American society.
Anyone who takes my remarks as
"evidence" that I'm "racist" demonstrates thereby the truth of my thesis.
Signed,
Carl Scott Zimmerman '61
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Hunger, Homelessness Need Chartwells Should Provide
More Attention From Students Meal Rollovers As Plan Option
According to the National Student
Campaign
Against
Hunger
and
Homelessness,
today 35
million
Many students are Americans are hungry or food insecure,
unaware of the increas- including 13 million children. As you
ing crisis of hunger and can see, hunger and homelessness is still
homelessness in the an increasing problem and even children,
United States. After all, who shouldn't be suffering the way they
the United States is one do, have to deal with these problems. In
of
the
wealthiest 2005, according to a hunger and homenations in the world. lessness survey that was conducted, the
But pockets of hunger and homelessness composition of the homeless population
are found everywhere in the U.S., from in American cities was "43 percent for
the smallest rural community to the single men, 33 percent for families with
largest city. Every day people struggle children, and 17 percent for women.
to find something to eat, or search for a Although these are just numbers and
place to lay their head down at night. may not affect you, there are real people
Sadly, it is now
out there whose lives are
normal to see
in danger. If this doesMany people do not realize
homeless people
n't
bother you, then I
the extent of this growing
living on the
don't know what will.
problem, because we live in
streets in search of
Many people do not
such
a wealthy country blindfood or spare
realize the extent of this
change.
Soup
growing
problem,
ed by greed and selBshness.
kitchens and local
because we live in such a
shelters are overtaxed and can barely wealthy country blinded by greed and
According to information
keep up with this growing population. selfishness.
Many are turned away due to lack of from the Connecticut Public Interest
facilities. The result: increasing numbers Research Group (ConnPIRG), "The U.S.
of desperate people trying to cope with is one of the richest, most advanced
hunger and homelessness on their own. nations in the world and could easily end
Funding and other types of aid are hunger and homelessness if we prioridiminishing, due to cutbacks in govern- tized it as a society." So you have to ask
ment spending in this sector. Charitable yourself... is it right that some people are
giving also has decreased as the economy able to have a place to stay and food to
falters. These times are what make me
feel like the world is crumbling.
see ConnPIRG on page 5
By JULIAN LOO '09

By DANIELLE PIERSON '11

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Chartwells, I learned one thing at
Trinity: Cingular is God. It gets great service in New England and the minutes
rollover every month. What Trinity students need is the chance to use all their
meals during the week any day they
choose. In terms of Cingular, I want daily
rollover of my meals all week. Most days it
makes no difference to me how many
meals I have. I wake up and eat a PowerBar
in my room. One meal not used for breakfast. I make it to lunch at Mather because
it never hurts to socialize, and then I eat
dinner somewhere. Later on, I make one
last post-Adderall late night trip to the
Bistro to stock up on Reese's Peanut
Butter Cups and Gatorade.
I rarely use all of my meals in one day,
but on days I do, I end up on the other
side of campus stocking up for my fourth
time at the Cave wondering why I cannot
spend the two unused meals from the day
before. As the cashier swipes my card they
mention I have 15 meals left for the week,
but I know I do not. I can only use three
meals a day and two of those are invalid
from the day before. What an awful lie,
because we all know I only have 13 usable
meals left. Chartwells, this must end now.
I am going hungry, and I want to stash
food in my room. What you forget is I
may skip breakfast on the weekends, but I
StiUU^at' at 4 a.m< Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights. Sometimes I work really
hard and I cannot use that third meal for
the day, but if I had rollover, I would commit to using that extra meal the next day.
Enough of my anger. Rollover is practical. Not all Trinity students can afford
weekly'trips to Target and would benefit
from using flex to buy the basics like
water, tortilla chips, and candy bars.
Trinity has no grocery store on campus
and one subsists largely on campus food.
Meal plans are meant to serve students'
needs and Chartwells' current meal plans
do not fulfill many students' needs. I want
to recognize a meal plan does exist with a
set number of meals for the semester, but
it is equivalent to 14 meals a week. When
14 meals aren't enough, Trinity students
lack an option for rollover meals.

While my article has mostly centered
on needing rollover, the frustration
expressed is part of a larger problem at
Trinity. Students' dining needs should be
better met. New Mather is amazing, and
the school is now focusing on building a
campus bar. This is what I have a problem
with. There are basic things students need
on this campus, such as accessible food.
One Trinity student summed up the problem: "Getting alcohol at Trinity isn't the
problem. Trinity's campus is so wet you
can practically swim to the frats, but the
problem is trying to fend off scurvy."
Rollover is something that would make
food much easier to come by, but an oncampus store selling basics would also
help solve the problems plaguing Trinity
students. A place that sells milk, fruit,
snacks, and Ramen noodles. More than
that, truly healthy food would be nice.
Sometimes we all must depart from the
grease we call food at Mather and eat
something fresh. Trinity needs a grocery
store offering numerous types of food to
students.
Maybe my complaint will make no
impact on Chartwells to change meal
plans, but I hope it makes people think
about the possibilities their meal plan
could offer. The school has other valid
projects on its agenda, but I wonder if a
need as basic as food should not come
first? We deserve more and better options
for the price we pay. It is hard for students
without cars to make it off campus to get
food and often what students buy is limited to that which they can carry on the
bus. Students who do take a cab lose 20
dollars each way from the store. Better
food on campus is a necessity because
Trinity students can rarely access the outside world. Trinity serves as a prime example of the effects of lack of grocery store
access in the inner city. I have taken a class
on this before.
I doubt Chartwells means to cause
major problems for Trinity students and
rollover may not prove economically possible to provide. If available, I would make
use of it often; as like many college students, my life varies greatly from day to
day. In fitting eating into my studies I
need flexibility which only day-to-day
rollover can provide.

Alum Will %2 Mesmerizes
Campus With Cinestudio Speech
ByJOETARZI'08
TRIPOD STAFF

Funston's sprinkler disturbation inundation.

You know it's going
to be an exciting week
when
George Will
comes to town. George
Will '62, highly regarded conservative columnist, Washington-insider, and, most importantly, buddy of allaround great guys Jack Chatfield '65 and
J. Ronald Spencer '64, was on our campus
on Monday, December 3, 2007. Will, as
you can read on page 8, was not only a
Trinity grad, but holds a special place in
the hearts of the Tripod staff as one of
our former Editors-in-Chief. In fact, as I
write this, his picture, along with those of
Pulitzer Prize alums Jim Murray '43 and
William K. Marimow '69, is hanging

above my desk.
Will, through Chatfield and Spencer5
invited several students, including five
members of the Tripod staff, for an hourlong round table discussion before his
untitled lecture in Cinestudio at 7 p.m.
the same night. During the discussion,
Will proved himself to be thoughtful,
highly intelligent, and, as one would
expect, well versed in current affairs.
However, I did not find Will to be particularly engaging at the discussion, he was
rather soft-spoken and seemed to be modest and almost shy, as other participants
observed. So I thought to myself, "This
is the great George Will? Perhaps he has
some indigestion or something?" As anyone who has read my column before will
have noted, I have very little interest in
see AUDIENCE on page 5
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions
With the recent summit at Annapolis dominating the headlines,
foreign affairs are a
large focus. What do
you think Trinity offers
the average student in
terms of emphasis and
immersion into world
news, global relations,
and a general knowledge or the international system?

When we launched the Cornerstones strategic
project in the early fall of 2004, one of the main
drivers of our decision to try to include the
entire Trinity community in the endeavor centered on what Trinity could do to continue to
differentiate itself as one of the two highly selective liberal arts colleges in the entire U.S. to be
located in a major urban environment. What
came from the Cornerstones project was completely logical, given Trinity's past initiatives in
Hartford together with our College's initiatives
in our respective global sites: to be the leader
among the liberal arts colleges in the country
for urban-global experiential education. And
then the Cornerstone's emphasis on our distinctive attributes was further supported when the
prestigious Mellon Foundation saw fit to award
Trinity with one of the three full grants at three
million dollars to allow the College the ability
to make our mark across the landscape of
American higher education.
We then began our search last year, led ably
by Dean. Reua .Bradenv to locate ah eminent
scholar, with credentials, to join the faculty at
Trinity to lead our Center for Urban and Global
Studies. The search culminated in the appointment of Dean Chen, whose own publications
(Transnational Borders in particular a few years
ago) study precisely the direction in which we
intend to take Trinity in the years to come. The
inaugural events surrounding the Center this fall
point to the distinction we intend to continue
to bring to Trinity in the future: truly outstanding individuals have been invited by Dean Chen
to visit Trinity, to deliver major public addresses, to meet with our faculty and our students,
and to assist Dean Chen in thinking of ways to
make the Center the thriving locus of teaching
and research on the undergraduate level in the
And thus, the Annapolis gathering of world
leaders points to why our initiatives at Trinity
are so timely. Those of you presently OUT fellow
learners here at the College will be called upon
to lead a world in which, for the first time in
human history, the majority of those individuals
on the planet Earth actually live in urban centers. We know from authorities such as Tom
Friedman that your world p a flat one in which
major urban issues are intimately connected
with other major urban issues across the globe:
thus our Center for Urban and Global Studies.
We hope to make additional appointments as
faculty lines become available, to bring more
international students to campus, to provide a
living arrangement for the interaction of our
international students with those of you who
hail from the United States, and to work constantly to upgrade our global sites in order to
offer the undergraduates at Trinity experiences
that they cannot easily come by at similar liberal arts colleges in this country.
Please send any questions for President Jones
to tripod@trincolLedu

Antipiracy Legislation Targets Colleges
By DAVID PIETROCOLA '08
TRIPOD STAFF
Ever wonder what those
lengthy enduser
agreements say after
you install new
software and
just
click
"accept" to get on with it? Or
why it is impossible to play
DVDs you bought while you
were abroad in your home's
DVD player? And what's the deal
with these piracy lawsuits against
college students you keep hearing about? "It's just a few songs,"
you think, "I won't get sued." It's
true, you might not be handed a
settle-or-go-broke
ultimatum,
either because the recording
industry's Internet surveillance
failed to notice, or the Trinity
Computing Center refused to
answer the subpoena. But what if
all this "piracy" business decided
if you received financial aid?
Would you pay a little more
attention?
All these questions fall into a
battle between two long-time
foes: the existing content industries that hold copyrights, and
new technology that changes the
status quo and traditional model
of control. When this occurs,
content owners scream "piracy"

and demand legislation to outlaw
the technology. There is nothing
new here, and one need merely
look at the past century for three
prime examples: 1) 1906 - Sheet
music publishers go after the
newly created recording industry
over phonograph recordings; 2)
1975 - Film industry and broadcasters target the infant cable
industry for copyright infringement and; 3) 1984 - Film industry takes Sony and its Betamax
tape recorder all the way to the
Supreme Court, citing the company's liability for manufacturing
a device capable of copyright
infringement (taping a TV show
for later playback).
At the heart of each example
is control. In other words, given a
piece of content (movie, song,
etc.) that I own a copyright on,
how do I ensure it is consumed
(viewed, read, listened to) the way
I want? The more control I have,
the more money I can expect.
Now think about the present:
everything is digital and the
Internet connects us to the
world. Surely the content owners
cannot expect to keep their control? Oh, but they are. They are
winning the battle for control
over content, which is really a
control over our own culture,
and they are doing it with little
resistance. Realizing that any
technological solution would be

unable to stop circumvention of
their controls, they pushed lawmakers to pass the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act in
1998, a set of laws that includes
the outlaw of such circumvention acts. This is the reason why
DVDs cannot be easily and legally backed up onto your computer, and why you need to re-purchase a movie you already own
to legally put it on your iPod.
More recently, and possibly
more disturbing, is the success of
content owners to shift the discourse in regard to digital content rights and piracy. Our diction and the way we talk about
digital content and rights have
completely changed into terms
that benefit content owners and
discourage demand for legal fair
use rights.
Most lawmakers do not have
any idea how digital technology
works, and so they listen to the
loudest voices: lobbyists, corporate ones. With enough specialinterest lobbying and a lack of
public outrage, the content
industries can get amendments
introduced in Congress. Since
the digital world is obviously not
leaving, many of the new bills are
focusing on techno-legal solutions and punishing "pirates" for
their behavior. Keep in mind
see CORPORATE on page 5

West Coast Better Than' East Coast
By JORDYN SIMS '10
TRIPOD STAFF
Every time
the fact that
I'm
from
C alifornia
comes up, people always ask,
"Why in the
world did you come to college
in Connecticut?!" My rather
pathetic response is that Trinity
sent me a postcard in the mail
(I'm not kidding, that really is
how I found Trinity). There's
•also the fact that when it came
down to picking between my
final two colleges, the nasty polluted, air of Los Angeles angered
my lungs more than the freezing
cold weather of Hartford. Plus,
as this article will prove, I'm just
not that bright.
Hands down though, my
favorite response to my decision
to come to Trinity was when I
arrived at my room freshman
year (Jones 123,1 miss you). My
room was filled with.my roommate's family, who, though I am
now quite attached to (can't wait
to see you guys for New Year's),
was rather terrifying at the time.
Courtney's mother turned to
me after the compulsory introductions and awkward handshakes and asked, "You know it
snows here, right?"
Nope. I had no idea it
snowed on the East Coast. But
this did begin my mile long list
of why the .East Coast is just
plain gross in comparison to my
homeland: the grandiose, the
glorious, the glamorous, the

quite simply good West Coast.
The first obvious item on
my list is the whole snow issue.
When I am at home, I can
choose whether I would like
sunshine or snow. If I want
sunshine, the beach, and to get
my skin to progress from its
usual snow-white tint,, then I
jaunt on down to SoCal. If I
want snow, a sledding ride (ok,
let's be realistic ... a sledding
accident), and the opportunity
to bring out my cute winter
sweaters, then I hop in the car
and drive to Lake Tahoe. Let's
be honest, this is the best of
both worlds, all approximately
four hours away (well, technically five, but I can get places
faster without all you Masshole
drivers to get in my way) from
my beautiful San Francisco Bay
Area.
Let's just speed this up and
break it down in number format.
.1. In 'N Out. If you don't
know the joys of animal fries,
get out of my life.
2. Multiple Jamba Juices.
New York City only has one.
Losers.
3. The Space Needle. Really,
it's pretty freaking sweet.
4. Vast, beautiful, intact (for
the moment) nature. Yosemite,
Lake Tahoe, all of Oregon
(there really isn't much there
but trees), and plus that part of
Canada where no one lives is all
very nice for hiking and becoming one with nature.
5. Hippies. There's something very liberating about
flowing dresses and flowers in

my hair. It makes me feel free
and at one with nature.
6. Driving through San
Francisco is way more amusing
than driving through, say,
Boston. Boston has a lot of
brick. OK, it's pretty. I like
brick just as much as the next
kid, but how can you compare
that to the various colors of the
rainbow and the thousands of
different architecture styles represented by San Francisco's
slightly psychedelic buildings?
7. Technology.
Silicon
Valley.
Google.
Apple.
Microsoft. Have you ever seen
that YouTube video of the kid ,
opening his Nintendo on
Christmas morning?
Guess
who brought Nintendo to the
world. That's right, the West
Coast.
8. Boeing. For all you East
Coast people who get tired of
the freezing
cold during
Christmas break and go to the
Bahamas, just remember that
Boeing is • based in Seattle.
Again, thanks West Coast.
9. Coffee.
I love coffee.
Starbucks started in Seattle.
Seattle coffee is just better than
all other coffee anyway. Ergo,
West Coast wins again.
10. My governor can kick
your governor's you know what.
11. Hollywood. You know
that strike where amazing TV
shows like "The Daily Show"
and "The Colbert Report" quit
airing new episodes?
Yeah,
think about your lives without
Hollywood writers around ALL
the time.
12. We're just better.
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ConnPIRG Helps To Audience Wowed By Political Talk
Solve Issues Of Poverty
continued Bom page 3

national current events, tending
help of ConnPIRG staff. It was to focus more on local issues.
really heart-warming and gratify- As such, I had never seen Will
eat while others are^out strug- ing to realize that many students on television and had no basis
gling to survive? Shouldn't we, "stepped up to the plate" and for comparison. The only
the fortunate, dp more to reach volunteered their time and George Will I knew was the
out and help to end hunger and money to make a difference. thoughtful, intelligent, yet shy,
homelessness?
For those who were involved in man I encountered briefly in the
During the month of the event, whether you helped Smith House.
October at Trinity College, our run the event, or donated, you
Based on this experience, I
own
Student
should be proud expected to be educated, rather
/ hope that students ...
Volunteer
of yourselves for than amazed at his Cinestudio
will continue to look
Organization of
coming together lecture - I was very wrong. Will
ConnPIRG was
for ways to be
to help others. I was one of the most engaging
determined to
involved on their own. hope that stu- and interesting speakers I have
dents have been seen at Trinity. Never once takencourage stuVolunteering at a soup
motivated and will ing to the podium he danced
dents to realize
kitchen and donating
continue to look across the stage and tackled his
that we can help
for
ways to be topic like a master of improv.
money
to
food
and make a real
involved
on their He tackled multiple issues which
difference. We
pantries are just a few
I won't spend too much time on
ran a campusways ... Collectively,
Volunteering at a - you should have been at the
wide
event
we really can help and soup kitchen and lecture! Not to say that I agreed
called "Swipe-Amake a difference.
donating money with everything he said but the
Meal."
to food pantries confidence he said it with made
Students
All it takes is someare just a few ways you want to believe. I began to
donated
the
thing small to create
to stay involved. think to myself, "This is the
value of their
something big.
Collectively, we great George Will! He must
meals on their
meal plan to a local shelter in really can help and make a dif- have gotten over that indigesour own city of Hartford called ference. All it takes is some- tion." Will discussed, among
My Sister's Place. Chartwells, thing small to create something other topics, the crises of social
Trinity's Campus Food Service, big. Students who are interest- security and Medicare - topics
arranged for the donated meals ed in working with ConnPIRG one might think students would
to be transformed in cash rais- can find their office in the have little interest in but the
ing over $1,000. During the lower level of Mather Hall. audience ate it up.
Beth Frazier '08, who I surthree-day-event, students volun- Remember, we can all make a
mised from what she told me,
teered to run the event with the difference.
continued Bom page 3

Corporate Interests
Threaten Financial Aid
This bill calls for technological solutions to illegal file sharthat every new content industry ing. They call for a technology
since the invention of the print- with a poor track record to solve
ing press has been built from acts all the problems. Even after nine
years, lawmakers continue to
of piracy.
Embedded in the massive believe technology can stop illehigher education House bill, gal music and movie sharing. But
College
Opportunity
and this thought process is flawed,
Affordability Act of 2007, and it is causing side effects that
cosponsored by Rep. George discourage digital media innovaMiller (D-CA) and Rep. Ruben tion and creativity. Even if a colHinojosa (D-TX), is language that lege implements new filters that
would force colleges and univer- stamp out a good amount of illesities into policing their networks gal file sharing, the solution will
for illegal file- sharing and offer never stop it. File sharing will
legal download alternatives such continue among social groups.
as Napster and Rhapsody. Technological solutions do not
Section 494, entitled "Campus- fit every problem, and it is
based Digital Theft Prevention," important to consider the difficalls for schools to research and cult questions that require a
implement technological deter- reanalysis of current policy.
rents to illegal file-sharing.
The digital era can still'go
Schools would also have to pro- one of two ways: either the convide subscription-based services, tent industries continue to
most likely offsetting such costs impose their control over media
to students, even if they don't by influencing lawmakers and
use it. If the Secretary of technology manufacturers, or
Education decides that a violat- users demand new policies and
ing institution has failed to pre- business models that facilitate
vent illegal file sharing, the the open spread of content and
school could lose Title IV stu- ensure that artists receive proper
dent aid eligibility. Lobbying compensation. It is up to us to
efforts by the entertainment support the original justification
industry are getting proposals in for intellectual property in the
Congress that would tie federal Constitution: "To promote the
financial aid to an institution's progress of science and useful
ability to act as an agent and arts, by securing for limited times
police its students for much larg- to authors and inventors the
er societal problems. Oh, and the exclusive right to their respective
House Committee on Education writings and discoveries" (Article
and Labor unanimously sent the I, Section 8). Our financial aid
bill to the floor two weeks ago.
might depend on it.

grew up in a household where found myself agreeing with Will
the Holy Trinity consisted of that the retirement age should
The Father, The Son, and George be raised, though not as high as
Will, said that Will caused her to 74 as he so bluntly advocated.
question the fundamentals of He also raised the blasphemous
her political consciousness. point that people living longer is
costing
this
Frazier,
of
[George] Will was one
country dearly course, had the
of the most engaging
this does not
benefit of a full
and interesting speakers mean, as Will
day to speak
suggested in jest,
with
and
I have seen at Trinity.
that
people
observe
Will.
Never once taking to
All that Steph
should not live
the podium he danced
Apstein '10, our
as long, but
across the stage and
rather that the
Sports Editor,
way we pay for
got out of the
tackled his topic like a
healthcare has to
night was an
master of improv...Not
be changed radioffer by Will to
to say that I agreed
cally.
secure her an
with everything he said
internship with
I've
always
the Boston Red
considered
but the confidence he
myself a liberal
Sox.
said it with made you
leaning moderate
So if the
want to believe.
and, although I
speech was great
for people who didn't agree with did disagree with some of what
Will's political philosophy, imag- Will said, I can see myself leanine how much fun it was for me. ing to the other side if ideas like
Alas
The fact is that Will spoke to me Will's dominated it.
and to some things I've, in fact, though, in the real world, the
already said. For instance, I right is not dominated by
wrote an article in this paper on George Will but by another
the benefits of Wal-Mart and my George - which has caused Will
confusion over its vilification in to become isolated from some
the progressive world.
Will Americans who currently call
spoke on the same issue, of themselves conservatives. I can
course, he argued, anyone can only hope that in the coming
understand why unions hate years the conservatives move
Wal-Mart, but asked why con- away from the other George and
sumers should, too?
I also back towards George Will.

Along the Wrong Walk
If you could kiss anyone under the mistletoe, who
would it be?

continued Bom page 4

:
"H!
M "I w o u l d go gay for Johnny Depp."

Jack Roth
CLASS OF 2011

"Angelina Jolie. No doubt."
Lauren-Elizabeth Palmer
CLASS OF 2011

"I'd kiss Katie Pearson (left) because she is amazing."
Liz McPartland
CLASS OF 2010

J'J?

"Wonder Woman."
Code Sternal
CLASS OF 2008
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Calendar of Events
8
7
6

4
7 p.m.

12:15 p.m.

5:15 p.m.

Screening of "Who Killed
The Electric Car?"
Sponsored by
ConnPIRG's Campus
Climate Challenge
LSC Auditorium

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

"Picturing the Subject:
Representations of
Women and Letters in
Eighteenth-Century French
Painting"
Reese Room, Smith House

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

4 p.m.
"This is Your Brain on
Politics?"
Terrace Room B, Mather
Hall

December

y
December

4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
The Festival Services of the
Lessons & Carols of
Christmas
Chapel

4:30 p.m.
"Ganglioside Induced
Condensation of Cell
Membrane Structure"
Clement 105

3 p.m.

Lessons and Ensembles
Recitals
Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center
10 p.m.

Senior Snowball
Vernon Social Center

152

11

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

7:30 p.m.
Composers' Recital
Goodwin Theater, Austin
Arts Center

2:30 p.m.
Ongoing Open Modern
Dance Class

Trinity Commons
Performance Lab, Room

6 p.m.
"Free Sex Goody Bags!"
Mather Hall

December

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
South Summit, Room 100

Monday:

O

Tuesday:
Wednesday:

5
Thursday:

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Japanese
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

12 p.m. -1 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12 p.m.-1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12 p.m.-1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.

Green Tip of the Week

If you have control of the thermostat in your
room, turn it down one or two degrees,
especiatly when you're not there.
Just put on a sweater while you're inside, or
snuggle with someone to keep warm. If you're
not able to adjust the temperature in your
room, call or e-mail Facilities and
complaint

Facts and figures courtesy of care2.com:
A common myth is that when you reduce the thermostat for only a few hours it will take
more heat to bring the temperature back up. This is not so. You will conserve energy
because your heating system will not have to keep your room so warm.

Community Service Spotlight
By Anne Bonfiglio '10

This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
Hillel and their "Challah for a Dallah" project, through
which Hillel sells Challah bread every Friday outsidq of
Mather at lunch to raise money for Darfur aid. 4 * •<'• •*&* •
Challah is a braided egg bread that is quite tasty.
Hillel bakes four flavors for every Friday: traditional,
chocolate chip, and two additional flavors of the month.
November's flavors were pumpkin and cranberry and
December's will be gingerbread and a to-be-announced
flavor. Challah baking takes place Wednesdays from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m. and Thursdays from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
the Hillel Kosher Kitchen by regular bakers Thea Button
'11, Zach Green '11, Michael Dewberry '11,. Andrew
Armentano '08, and Lisa Sobel, the Hillel Steinhardt
Jewish Campus Service Corps Fellow, as well as additional volunteers. The loaves are then sold from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Fridays for one dollar per loaf. Hillel is also selling "Challah for a Dallah" T-shirts for $15 each/to help
offset the costs of baking.
This project is not for profit — all of the money for
baking supplies comes out of the Hillel budget, allowing
all the money that is raised to go straight to Darfur aid,
which is given through Jewish World Watch. Students'
money is put towards either buying solar cookers for $30
each, or towards educational backpacks for $36 each. In
six weeks of Challah-selling, Hillel has raised $450 - one
week they sold 109 loaves.
Hillel gives thanks to everyone who contributes to this
cause but would like to stress that they could always use
more help with not just the purchasing of Challah, but
with its baking. Anyone who is interested can bake, no
matter their faith.
"It's a fun way to volunteer," Button said, and anyone
interested should contact her at
Thea.Button@trincolI.edu. Great job Hillel and keep up
the baking!
(
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Do you need to talk yourself into a lower thermostat setting? Here's an argument. Your
plants are healthier in the cooler air. Also, you'll be healthier in the cooler air. Your body
will burn a few more calories keeping you warm, thereby helping you to lose weight and
improve your general health.
Planning a party? Each guest is the equivalent of a 175-watt heater, and a large group will
warm up your room.
Photo courtesty of Lisa Sobel
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Committee onCampus Climate Submits Final Proposal Panel Studies
Women and
Gender Roles
By CATHERINE MAMNELLO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a year of meetings,
forums, discussions, and debates,
the Charter Committee on
Campus Climate has submitted
its final report to' be reviewed at
this month's Trustee's meeting.
The 38-page, 10,000-word report
is divided into three parts, which
outline the Committee's conclusions, recommendations, and
hopes for the future of Trinity
College.
In the report's introduction,
the Committee stated its goals
and its methods of carrying out
those goals. Comprised of
trustees, deans, faculty members,
staff, and students, the committee
was formed in 2006 in response to
what the report calls "malicious
acts of racism, sexism, homophobia and other forms of hatred"
that had occurred earlier in the
year.
In a 2006 memo announcing
the Committee, Chairman of the
Board Paul Raether said the
Committee was "asked, in an
unparalleled action, that the
Charter Committee provide the
president with recommendations
that he will bring to the Board of
Trustees [...]" Where other committees had studied and reported
on Trinity's issues, the new

Committee was to explore actual
solutions.
Using studies previously conducted by various groups, open
forums, individual proposals, and
their own weekly discussions, the
Committee hoped to provide a
voice for all of Trinity's constituents, said Professor of History
Cheryl Greenberg, co-chair of the
Committee. "We tried very hard
to solicit the views of the community both in the early suggestion
phase and the later editing phase,
and we took all comments and
criticisms extremely seriously."
Trinity senior and member of the
Committee Jason Azevedo said,
"I can't tell you how many drafts
we went through. What I can tell
you is, no topic was left out of
discussion."
The Committee came up
with six "goals and recommendations," outlined in Part II of their
report. These goals were broadly
described as committing to
responsibility as a community
and holding transgressors "responsible, creating a greater diversity in
the Trinity community, creating
better social and academic spaces
in which to provide alternate
social opportunities, creating a
residential and social life that has
"a stronger sense of community
and
mutual
responsibility,"
embedding all these goals into the

curriculum, and drawing closer
connections between the campus
and the greater Hartford area.
Each recommendation offered
several more specific proposals to
better help the College achieve
the Committee's goals. These
include the building of a student
center, making community service
a requirement, allowing for alcohol to be served legally to 21+ students, implementing a "second
year orientation" and expanding
the roles of Residential Assistants
and mentors.
The third part of the report is
titled "Recommendations," and
breaks the previous sections' ideas
into two priority lists: one consisting of more pressing issues in the
short term, which are either free
or require a "modest amount of
money," and a second with the
most important goals regardless
of the cost. The low cost list
includes the Committee's main
goal: the President's Special
Council "to implement, oversee,
and evaluate the effectiveness of
these recommendations," as well
as strengthening harassment policies, extending orientation, and
requiring organizations to "consider how their policies affect
efforts at inclusion." Among the
middle-cost recommendations are
refurbishing spaces in dorms and
Vernon Street, establishing an

events committee, and improving
transportation options for students who wish to use Hartford.
Higher cost goals include more
money for financial aid (to further the goal of increasing diversity), restoring funding for faculty
opportunity hires, and hiring a
full time arts director.
Said Azevedo, "As you see in
the report, there is no simple
solution to the problem. It must
be approached from a variety of
angles including: campus policy,
admissions, the- curriculum, creating better social and academic
spaces, and strengthening the
bond between Trinity and
Hartford." He later added "I am
very pleased with the report. It
was well worth all the work that
went into it. I sincerely hope it is
not forgotten and filed on a dusty
shelf with similar reports from
years passed."
Administrative
Assistant for
the
History
Department Gigi St. Peter, another Committee member, agreed,
stating, "The report is sound and
well-written. It is now up to the
President and the Trustees to
carry it forward."
Greenberg, co chair of the
Committee, said she is "guardedly
optimistic about the response
from the Trustees and the
see REPORT on page 9

Student Oiganizatioiis Work to Raise AIDS Awareness
continued from page 1
Action Center (WGRAC).
• Many of these groups led campus discussions on the disease, some in conjunction
with films. In response to the movie Three
Needles sponsored by the WGRAC,
Director of the WGRAC Laura Lockwood
was pleased to describe the Tuesday, Nov. 27
evening as one with "good attendance and
discussion."
With the aid of Dean of Students
Frederick Alford and the WGRAC, Trinity
was able to bring part of the AIDS quilt to
campus, displaying it in Mather Hall
throughout AIDS Week. The large quilt,
hung above the lobby of the front entrance,
was filled with heartfelt messages such as
"Live Long and Prosper" and included the
names of loved ones, their years of births
and deaths, as well as their favorite possessions, many of which were books. In the
center of the quilt was its largest image, a
Pacific beach scene.
Another tribute to AIDS Week was the
2nd Annual Peter's Retreat House Concert
on Friday, Nov. 30. It was organized by Dan
Cosgrove, a senior who has been leading a
group of Trinity volunteers to visit Peter's
Retreat House, an AIDS hospice, since his
sophomore year "do[ing] whatever tasks [the
center] needs," citing examples of "creating
calendars, moving furniture, and raking
leaves." Whereas last year the concert consisted of just Trinity's a capella groups,
Cosgrove explained, "this year [the BRIDGE
Organization and I] were able to include the
Gospel Choir and schedule the concert to
nearly-coincide with World AIDS Day." The
annual concert was held at the Peter s
Retreat House in Hartford. With Trinity's
five a cappella groups - the Trinitones,
Dischords, Trinity Pipes, Accidentals, and
Quirks - along with the Gospel Choir, the
concert acted as the beginning of World

AIDS Day.
Peter's Retreat House resident Robyn
began by identifying the tremendous "talent
in this room [...] [that] uplifts this house."
She continued to acknowledge the "smiles
and spirits [of the Trinity singers]" as well as
Trinity's "year-round efforts in volunteering,
serving during lunch-time, and in teaching."
Another resident, Robert, then voiced, "It's
a blessing to have you here with us. Don't
be strangers. We welcome you all; you're all
family."
Echoing Robert's praise of the evening,
BRIDGE Organization President Christina
Ramsay '09 later described the Nov. 30 concert as a "very uplifting" event where the
singing groups "cheer[ed] each other on,"
providing the feeling of "a big family celebration."
Following the concert, the
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Accidentals donated and autographed several of their CDs for the residents after one
predicted seeing them someday on
"American Idol." Peter's Retreat House
Operations Coordinator Danielle Thornton
exclaimed, "I'll be hearing about [the concert] for weeks!"
;
BRIDGE Organization Social Chair
Stacy Bertrand '09 considered the campus
response of the AIDS Week events to be
"overwhelmingly positive," with the hope
that they are "at least making people aware
of the disease." Considering the well-attended AIDS awareness events this past week,
Trinity College made great strides in promoting awareness of the syndrome through
efforts not only on Trinity's campus, but
throughout the surrounding Hartford community.
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Erin Caner
On Sat, Dec. 1 the BRIDGE Organization held a ceremony to unveil the AIDS Quilt and to raise AIDS awareness.

ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAFF

Last Thursday the InterSocial
Council (ISC) organized a forum
entided "Who Wears the Pants at
Trinity?" which focused on gender
roles on campus. Moderated by
Student Government President
Andrew Pedro '08 and organized by
ISC member Sarah Gardiner '10,
the forum was presented in a question and response format with a
diverse panel of five students.
While the panelists were fairly
involved around campus, they
spoke for themselves and did not
represent their organizations when
speaking.
Panelists
included
Daphne Hallett '09, Brooks
Barhydt '08, Haben Abraham '10,
Isis Irrizarry '10, and Matt Milner
'09.
Sororities Kappa Kappa
Gamma and the Ivy Society were
strongly represented in the audience. Following each question and
the ensuing responses from panelists, audience members were invited to share comments as well.
Questions varied from whether
a certain form of dress is expected
at Trinity, to who talks more in
classes, to offensive terminology
directed towards women, and to
whether students, particularly
female students, feel safe when
going out at night. The forum
ended with a brainstorming session
on concrete ways in which students
on campus can change negative
issues that women on Trinity's campus experience.
After extensive discussion, audience members worked with panelists and organizers to compile a
list of ways to change the problems
that were brought up during the
forum. Students called for more
options outside of the fraternities, a
social scene which some called
patriarchal. A reduction of the use
of offensive terms such as "ho,"
"bling," "trash," and "slut" in party
titles was also called for in congruence with a boycott of such offensive parties. There was also a call for
general unity and support among
students, regardless of organization,
as well as a unification of different
movements across campus. The
need fox other sources of information outside of The Tripod was also
discussed following a discussion of
the manner that Around Trinity
(AT) discusses issues with roofies at
fraternities.
On the subject of roofies, students suggested clear cups and
more sober party monitors. In
addition, students voiced concern
over inadequate institutional aid for
eating disorders and cited a need
for school funding to promote a
wider variety of social institutions,
including new social spaces on
Vernon. The overall atmosphere of
the forum was one of unity and
working toward finding concrete
solutions to the problems that
plague women on Trinity's campus.
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George Will
Lecture & Discussion
ByJORDYNSIMS'lO
TRIPOD STAFF

On Monday Dec. 3, George Wilt "'62,
renowned political columnist, baseball
enthusiast, Pulitzer Prize recipient, and
arguably Trinity's most well known
alum, visited Trinity. He delivered a lecture to ii Cinestudio filled with faculty
members, students, and community
• members at 7 p.m. and prior to that held
a round-table discussion with students
from the History and Political Science
departments as well as several Tripod
staff members. Friend of Professor of
History Jack Chatfield and Associate
Academic Dean J. Ronald Spencer, Will
spoke on the entitlement mentality that
plagues American political issues today.
He also did not hesitate to answer questions from students during his round
table discussion and from audience
members during his lecture, replying to
questions ranging from who will win the
upcoming political elections to what he
thought of fuel efficiency standards.
During the discussion earlier in the
day, as well as the question and answer
session following, his lecture, Will discussed the upcoming presidential elections at great length. He discussed issues
within the Republican Party as well as
issues within the Democratic Party. Will
named McCain as the most electable

so many adversaria/ social issues, Will
went on, that it would be truly challenging for him to be elected, and Huckabee,
meanwhile, is more or less working to
get Giuliani elected through tactics such
as refusing to answer negative questions
about Giuliani. The two combined, with
Huckabee as Giuliani's running mate,
Will said, would be better suited to win
an election, though Will hastened to add
that running mates cannot actually fix
problems.
Concerning the democratic nomination, Will placed himself in the camp,
which he described to be small but growing, of those who believe Barack Obama
will be the democratic nominee, trumping Hilary Clinton. "Politics is supposed
to be fun," Will said. "She's not fun and
he is [...] He's the Bred Astaire of politics." Will went on to say that "this is
very much a change election." The
American public is not looking for
another Clinton presidency. Americans

will go into their polling booths, he
said, and think to themselves, "Do
we really want Bill Clinton wandering the halls of the White House
with time on his hands?" fie added
during his lecture that the
Democratic Party knows that
"Republicans know how to run
against Hillary."
Will also mentioned the only
time that the American public has
elected the same party after two
terms of that party's leadership via
the president was following the
Reagan administration when George
Bush, Sr. was elected. In Will's view
this only happened because the
American public would have re-elected Reagan if they could have. This is
not the case in the upcoming election since, as Will said, "It's not just
the 22nd Amendment that's keeping
us [America] from re-electing George
W. Bush."
During the round-table discussion, Will also discussed his work at
the Tripod, recalling "the sheer
mechanical work involved" as the
most memorable experience connected to it. "It whetted rny appetite
to argue for a living," he said' ;''- ' '
Will's lecture, meanwhile, concerned the American sense of entitlement From this problem, Will con, ; stern issues with Social.
>ecunty, Health Care, and taxes. J
Social Security, as an example, is no
longer the entity it was originally
conceived as. With an increased life
expectancy across America, Social
Security is no longer equipped to
support the number of retiring seniors. Will, with his usual wit, cited
the statistic that by 2030 the average
age across America will equal that of
Florida today. Americans must let
go of the sense that they are entitled
to government fixing their problems,
such as in the case of Social Security.
"We are not used to being told by
the government that we have responsibilities," Will said. Yet he ended on
a hopeful note, pointing out that
after the fall of fascism and Marxism,
there are no longer rival models of
how to run a modern society. In
addition, Will added, "Americans
understand that capitalism doesn't
just make us better off, it just makes
us better,"

EItin Oner

Will lectured to a packed Cinestudio concerning America's sense of political entitlement.

wwvv.thewashingtonnoto.com
George Will graduated from Trinity in 1962 and was Editor-in-Chief of the Tripod.

Tripod Career
By SARAH HARVEY '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
George Will, a well-known syndicated
columnist and 1962 graduate of Trinity,
made a visit to the campus of his alma
mater on Dec. 3. He writes regular
columns for both The Washington Post
and Newsweek, and also makes appearances as a political commentator on ABC.
He won a Pulitzer Prize for commentary
in 1976, and has been honored numerous
times throughouthis career for his writh
coligc'trons* oT'WiT
columns have been published t h r o u g h o u t

his career. Some of Will's well-known
books include Men at Work: the Craft of
Baseball and Statecraft as- Soulcraft. He is
known for.his conservative commentary
as well as his frequent references to baseball. Will's newspaper writing career began
at The Trinity Tripod. A look into Will's
career at the Tripod reveals the gradual
development: of his future profession.
Perhaps it is fitting that one of Will's
first newspaper articles in The Trinity
Tripod was a short, easy to overlook article on May 10, W about the fieshman
baseball team, a topk which is a .surprising prediction ofwli.it would become one
the characteristics of his writing. By the
fall of his sophomore ye.ir, Will's name
was featured in the newspaper's masthead.
That semester his submissions to the newspaper included an article about the wellknown and beloved football captain, as
well as an article about the upcoming basketball season, which was apparently
"approached with about as much relish as
dinner at Hamlin."
The February 10, 1960 issue of the
Tripod featured Will as a rising junior running for reelection to the school senate.
Unfortunately, Will was unable to persuade his fellow classmates to vote ("or him
with his wish to "transcend petty group
chauvinisms" and "match the caliber of
the elected," Luckily, another opportunity
was about to arise. Will's caiecr at the
Tripod as a mere st.ifl writer ended on
March 16, 1960 when Will was named
Sports Editor for the following school
year, a win more important and perhaps
more indicative of hi.\ lauT career.
Will began his tcim as Sports Editor
for the Tripod with his "By George!" column, the first of which, on September 2t>.
1960, was a witty look into small college
football. The cotumu begins with a clever
anecdote, "Once upon a time jn exotic
Dalmatia a marvelous do» breed appeared.

Spreading through the world the intelligent, loyal, and even tempered Dalmatian
won great acceptance [...]" The connection between football and the spotted-dog
is only made as the article continues, but
Will was able to make a unique firstimpression on the world of newspaper,
columns. Future "By George!" columns
are just as indicative of his love of sports,
especially baseball, as well as his conservative nature. On Nov. 14 he tore apart
Sports Illustrated for .being a "sweaty,
id,,ohJD,ec. 2 he pondered
sports department urges the election of
Senator Goldwater as commissioner of
baseball."
On Feb. 27, 1961, Will was elected as
the head of the Tripod for the coming
year. By the March 6 issue he was the acting Editor-in-Chief. His first feature editorial was a full-page article titled
"Investigation of HUAC's history, methods, and implications indicate abolition
cause sound." The article discussed
HUAC (The House Un-American
Activities Committee), a committee in the
House of Representatives created to investigate possible threats of communism.
Will made the claim thai "the tendency
now is to belittle the communisr menace
altogether or to brush off references to it
as just a hysterical manifestation of
McCarthyism in a misguided era." Will's
political opinions were developing in a
rime period ripe with political controwisy.
Will continued through the fall of his
senior year as Editor-in-Chief, however on
Oct. 30 of that year he announced that he
was relinquishing his post to "'devote mnie
time to senior year" and other comnutnients. However, Will still made some contribution*; to the Tripod, including a
March 9, 19o2 edirorial about a conservative Young Americans lor Freedom, Inc.
meeting and the subsequent anti-rightist
rally, both held in New York City.
Describing each of the; contrasting rallies
in detail, he Rh.-ieni.es both the conservative- "guiding lighi of the mr.ln. Barry
CTolclw.nei" and liberal James Wcchsler.
Will's final contributions to the
Trinity Tupod inchuk-d opinion aniJcs
about the lo«- of hope in the conilki in
Algeria and about whethvr or not the
United States was "marching the wrong
way" in Vietnam. His line oi politics evident, George Will kit Trinity and the
Tripod well on his way to hecojuing r he
well-known political writer he is today.
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Report Calk For Irresponsible Students Displace Their Neighbors
Steps to Expand
Campus Unity
continued Bom page 1

continued from page 7
President," adding that "because the report
was requested by the Trustees and the
President precisely because they shared our
concerns about building a stronger campus
community, I do believe they will consider
our recommendations carefully and devote
some real resources toward them."
The report warns that these changes are
"urgent," and "not only are we morally and
intellectually compelled to combat those
behaviors and ideas antithetical to our mission of training critical thinkers and global
citizens, but we are also motivated by a
pragmatic concern to sustain long-term
institutional vitality." However, it notes
"The overwhelming support we received
during this process, the number and quality of the suggestions and comments we
received, and the goodwill we see on all
sides reminds us that the vast majority in
our community are committed to the institution and to one another, and are willing
to engage in the honest self-examination
required to begin the process of personal
and institutional transformation." Azevedo
added, "One thing that became apparent
during my time on the Committee is that
real change, real improvement needs to
begin at the grassroots level [...] The report
and the changes it calls for will create a
more dynamic, and more easily navigable
campus environment. An environment in
which it is easier for students to engage
themselves without running into obstacles
and barriers along the way. But. ultimately,
«•"««* alFiieed fb-Itfofc, in- the mirror and ask
what we can do to make things better?"

that it was safe for occupancy. Campus
Safety originally told residents that they
would only have to wait for 20 minutes to
*
t/.-o''-.' V .
reenter the building, but this time estimate
steadily increased as clean-up continued
throughout the evening.
Many students expressed anger on
Thursday night that they were not allowed
into the residence hall to obtain textbooks,
laptops, and other necessary academic supplies from their rooms. In an e-mail sent on
Friday to Funston residents, Director of
Campus Life Amy DeBaun offered to verify the incident to professors in case students were unable to complete their work.
As of Monday, however, the Dean of the
'"I,*11
Students Office had not received word of
any academic appeals or extensions filed as
Joe Tarzi
a result of the event.
Funston Hall residents wait to reenter the building as College officials and firefighters clean the area.
Julianne Garbarino '11, who lives in a
"My room smells really bad, [but there was any documentation for contraband."
second floor single, fortunately avoided
Trinity policy states that the College is
much damage to her personal belongings, is] no real damage," said Ian Fels, a freshbut was inconvenienced by not being able man living in a third floor single. "I am not responsible for damage or loss of propsleeping in a friend's room erty caused by students, and, as a result, the
to access her room.
"The fire alarms went
"My room smells real- on his couch until it airs onus is on students to replace any affected
out. I wish I could find air items. However, DeBaun said that Trinity
off and we all went outside
ly bad, [but there is]
fresheners or something."
would assist students in mitigating insurand waited for Campus
no real damage. I am
Students also expressed ance disputes, if necessary.
Safety and the fire departconcerns when informed
Firefighters at the scene - who were
ment to get there," she
sleeping in a friend's
that Campus Safety per- called from dinner to respond to the floodsaid. "Once they did, we
room on his couch
sonnel would be inspecting ing - commiserated jokingly with displaced
couldn't get back inside so
until it airs out I wish each room for damages. residents, but expressed their frustration at
most of us.left and came
One student, who wished student negligence that deterred them from
back in a few hours. [...]
I could find air freshto remain anonymous, a more productive use of their time.
There is a door to the seceners or something."
questioned whether offiDeBaun echoed this statement,
ond floor of Funston, and
cers would be removing acknowledging that while residential poliwe could see through the
contraband items, such as cies like those regarding hall sports are usudoor that water was com-Ian Fels '11
alcohol and drug parapher- ally only mentioned during hall meetings,
ing down the hall."
nalia, from rooms in their prevention would be ; much easier if resiNo rooms were damdents read the student handbooJc.
aged to the extent that students had to search.
Associate Dean of Students Christopher
A copy of the student handbook can be
sleep elsewhere on campus, though
DeBaun ijid that a list of vacant looms had Card addressed this rumor: "Our primary found on the Dean of Students Web site:
•beerr compiled-in the case that residents" tWfi'cern was damage assessment and abate- http://www. trincoti. edu/Studenttife/Dean
ment," he said. "I arn not aware that there OfStudent$/student_handbook.htm.
wanted to stay in a clean room.

Can it be rape If he's your boyfriend?
Did you know:
-1 in 5 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.

We. Offer

•84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.

*Short term

-Only 5% of college assaults are reported.

•Police, court, and hospital
accompaniments

•A 24 hour bilingual hotline

Statistics gathered from Sexual Victimization of College Women, Dept • G r o u p S e s s i o n s
of Justice. And, California Coalition Against Smal Assault

The YWCA of New Britain's Sexual
Assault Crisis Service can help you,
All ofour services are free and confidential

At Trinity contact SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
*Web site: www.trincoil.edu <http://www.trincoil.edu/> , "A-Z" "S" SART
•Coordinator: Laura Lockwood, Women & Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC)- Lauralockwood@jrincoii.edu. X2408.

*Yes- unwanted sexual contact regardless of relationship issexual assault
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j members of the Junior Class who have not already done so will be studying abroad.
Still others will be traveling to foreign destinations for the winter and spring breaks, The Tripod has
compiled this travel guide to eight popular cities throughout the world to assist Trinity students.

Florence Serves as Quainter, Eternal City Features History,
Intimate Alternative to Rome Modern Culture and Intrigue
-

\

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
RENAISSANCE WOMAN

For world-traveler would-bes intimidated by the sheer size of Rome (population:
2.7 million, and that's not counting every
other American studying abroad there),
Florence offers a more knowable Italian
alternative. You can walk from one end of
the city to the other in under an hour if
you ignore the gelato and cappuccino calling your name on every corner, or it can
take you days if you don't,
Whether you're studying there" or just
visiting, home base will most likely be
somewhere near the Duomo, the red
domed basilica in the center of Florence
that's visible from almost anywhere in the
city. Memorize where you're staying in relation to the Duomo and you'll be able to
find your way home no matter how lost you
are.
The Via dei Calzaiuoli, literally
"Shoemakers' Street," which dead-ends at
the Duomo, is not just limited to shoes anymore. It's packed with clothing stores (Zara
occupies two city blocks, as does
Rinascente, the Italian Bloomingdales, and
Coin, the Italian Macy's). The powers that
be recently replaced the honking horns
with potted plants, and now
window-shopping heaven for
tourists and locals alike. The
highlight, though, is pro
ably the three competing gelaterie within
two blocks of one
another. Sample all
of the shops in
Florence and choose
your favorite.

quarters. The gold is priced beyond imagination, but you can get a sense of what
you're looking for and search for bargains
elsewhere.
Once you've bought Christmas gifts for
everyone you know for the next three years
(or just yourself), focus on what Florence
has to offer that you won't find anywhere
else: an unparalleled journey through the
Renaissance period. Everywhere you look
you'll see buildings that the Medicis walked
by on their way home to the Palazzo
Vecchio in the Piazza della Signoria. Walk
inside any of Florence's myriad churches
and explore art from the time of_
Michelangelo without
straining your
neck and bumping shoulders'
with
sweaty1
tourists in Rome.
most "famous" works Florence has to
offer; the David. If you're discreet, you can
try to take awkwardly-angled pictures from
the inside of your coat pocket while your
friends distract the guards, or you can pay
10 cents for a postcard outside.
Either way, you'll want plenty of photographic evidence
to document your time in
rence. Check out the
P l a z z a 1 e
Michelangelo, located above the city, for
view you'll never
quite be able to
capture on film.

For jewelry, a
Florentine
staple,
check out the Pontc,,
Vecchio, the oldest
original bridge crossing the Arno river.
Just make sure to „
hold onto your
baes, as it's pick-

By MIKE ROBINSON '08
RENEGADE ROMAN
Rome is truly the Eternal City. A simple,
walk to the supermarket will reveal more
history' than most museums can offer. Any
visitor will surely want to tour the streets of
the city first, seeing how the modern buildings blend into the fantastic ruins that are
literally on every corner. The list of sites is
almost endless. The most famous, the
Coliseum, is not to be missed, but it sits
next to two even more impressive and
important sites, the Roman
Forum and the Palatine
Hill. At the height of the
Roman
Empire,
the
Forum was the center of
the civilized world, and the
Palatine Hill holds the remains of the
spectacular and ornate palaces of the
-emperors, as well as the suspected home of
Romulus, the legendary founder of Rome.
Both are essential visits on any trip to the
city, and the Circus Maximus, the site of
chariot races made famous in Ben HUT, is a
short walk away. No trip to Rome would be
complete without a trip to the Trevi
Fountain, immortalized in Fellini's La Dolce
Vita, and the Spanish Steps. These two
sites, though more modern, are beautiful
and always packed with Romans and
tourists alike Othei interesting sites include
the Pantheon (a marvel of arcliitecture and
n must see), the Imperial Baths, the
[mpeual Forums, the Victoi Emmanuel
Momi'iicnt, and die temples of Largo
Argentina.
The Catholic influence pervades Rome,
with beauti-

ful churches nearly as frequent as ruins. The
greatest of them all, however, is St. Peter's in
Vatican City. The great basilica, sitting at
the end of St. Peter's Square, is massive. It's
filled with holy relics and meticulously crafted statues, including Michelangelo's
famous Pieta, Nearby is the Vatican
Museum, a huge collection of ancient and
Renaissance art that holds the Rooms of
Rafael and connects to the Sistine Chapel,
with its legendary ceiling. Rome is filled
with impressive museums, all of which hold
some of the most beautiful art and important ancient objects in the world.
Rome boasts an engaging culture that is
sure to entertain once a visitor has had their
fill of sightseeing. Whether it be a night at
the bars and clubs or a quiet dinner at a
nice restaurant, the city is sure impress. The
food is superb, with thousands of restaurants littering every district. There's some: thing for everyone, from the finest plates to
the simplest pizzas, and it's all delicious.
High end shopping can be done on the Via
del Corso. Small markets full of interesting
goods can be found in Trastevere, located
on the west bank of the Tiber River, and
Testaccio, home of an ancient artificial hill.
Just strolling through them is an experience
in itself. The nightlife is lively and fun as
well. There's the laid back atmosphere of
Trastevere, with groups of young Romans
hanging out in squares and little bars and
lestriurants down every street. For more
aggressive partiers, Testaccio, holds bars and
nightclubs that are good for dancing and
drinking. Big, open spaces like Piazza
Navona and Campo de' Fiori are lined with
bars and restaurants and are filled with
musicians and Romans out for the night.
The city even has a few Irish pubs to enjoy
a nice Guinness in.
Rome has something to offer
everyone, and the sites it
t holds are incomparable.
, So make sure to throw a
I coin in the Trevi
iFountain. The legend
mu
r i sa y s you'll return some."|V "' - a,' day if you do.
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Hong Kong Is International Lauren Turlik Snares Paris* M<
Hub For Culture And Cuisine
By LAUREN TURLIK '09
BELLE DU JOUR

Bonjour, Paris! Salut, City of Lights! Allo, most
(read: gambling) culture.
romantic city in the world! Home to the Eiffel Tower,
Back to the Peak Tram, though; it is a
shaky ride up this mountain that is so Arc de Triumph, Champs-Elysees, Edith Piaf, and now
Sitting on the wooden benches of the unbelievably steep (it's known as "vertical you! But wait, you've only got a few Euros and a piece
of gum in your pocket. You're only a poor college stuPeak Tram, I feel like the ultimate tourist. rail transport") you wonder if the tracks
dent studying abroad, after all. Well, toss the gum
Then again, I'm forced on this half-hour- still hold strong after being there so long.
long nauseating ride up a Once you get to the top though, you real- (you look too American chewing it) and make sure you
do so in a proper trash disposal area (poubelle is wastemountain (Victoria ize the hellish trip is worth it. Home to
basket
in French). You- don't want to dirty the gorbecause a paramount dining, living areas, and the
geous
walkways
of your new home. But getting back to
Peak
Tower,
it
is
also
where
you
can
find
1 s 1t 1n g
the "few Euros"' thing... you're poor! And Paris is
the best view of the city. Madame
expensive! No need to craindre, here's a guide to some
Tussaud's is located here, as well as Bubba
amazing, and cheap, places to truly experience Paris.
Gump's Shrimp Co, (run, Forrest, run)?
Take a walk along the Seine! It's completely free
City taxis are red, green taxis are for
(and helps you burn all those calories from the crepe
the New Territories, and blue ones are for
au chocolate that you just inhaled) TV._'in window
Lantau Island - only. Don't even try and
shopping on the He St. Louis (when.1 I rook up icbiget into a cab that's colored otherwise.
\ Some cabs won't even take you across the dence for a summer), which is a tiny iil.iml wnli i <_MI-o* ' harbor. After trying to hail a cab for 20 geous view of Notre Dame. Speakii'U "I iu-.r NIIUII
\ minutes and finally getting one that across a bridge and visit Notre Dam<_ lnr hoc! IVin r
V| won't take you, I deem it appropriate to waste your time searching for that
take a look up at the spectacular r<>si_ window ,'iul
j. throw a hissy fit and storm off. Since you
haunting gargoyles instead.
,, still need to get 'cross-harbor and have
j failed at hailing a cab, take the Star
• But returning to the stroll along ilu.
i Ferry. There's nothing better than fight- j make sure you've got a sweetie to walk wnli y>u
' ing someone for an aisle seat and leaning ! The Seine is one of the most ronuntk
' over the rail, and watching the Hong j places in all of Paris! Couples line tin
Kong harbor fade out of sight as you ;
approach the Kowloon side. The trip i> (
much more impressive at night, when the t!
skyline is lit up by the multiple 80-stor) |j;
buildings that line the harbor. This is an '•
even better view from the observation
deck of the Peak Tower. Best bet? Tht
every- city's subway system, the MTR, is beyond
thing." With words.
Speaking of shoving, the concept oi
camera in one
"
i
"*rf *
hand and her nose queuing is still a new and uninviting one,
pressed up against the tram's (but is absolutely nonexistent on the mainwindows, It's easy to mistake us both for
nevvbies. She is one; I am not. I am the resolved itself over time. Tnetoruy reason
girl sitting next to her, iPod at full volume, it exists is because of the population denwolfing down cheese fries. You see, having sity issue. You see, 16,469.6 people pei ij
spent most of my life in Hong Kong really square mile translates to ... a lot of people
desensitized me from seeing how "amaz- It gets a little squishy, a little pushy, an
ing" everything was when I first arrived. definitely a little sweaty come the warmer
I've quickly gotten over the novelty of months (which are about 10 out of the 12 {'/A
(tasty?) tripe balls and meat sticks, dragon months of the year). What does get crowd- '.\» \$
boat races and lion dances,, a population ed are the clubs, and when you stud\
density of 16,469.6/mile, SARS and
see LIVING on page D
Avian Flu, and the impressive racing
By ATT.EKN McBRIDE '09
HONG KONG PHOOEY

J

(and passionate) kisses and the
watching! Be sure to find the
oldest standing bridges over thi
is beautiful and the perfect spi
mini make-out session).
1 got this next idea from F
food guru Ina Garten (the B
fixed hubby Jeffrey a romantic
complete with wicker basket a
ket. Stop by a local market ai
bunch of green grapes, some
crispy baguette, and (of coursi
wine. C'est magnifiquel
But if a public picnic isn't'
Metro (the cheapest way to get i
walking isn't an option) to the

a
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Finance Training Program Abroad Offers Different Perspectives
methodologies, financial statement analysis, and preparation
of pitch books and exhibits for
hypothetical
clients.
Following my freshman year
While, as a result of the rigat Trinity College, I participated
in the Swiss Finance Academy orous nature of my coursework,
(SFA) summer program
in I was unable to truly take advanBluche, Switzerland, a European tage of my temporary residence
resort town. The program con- in Europe throughout the week,
sisted primarily of college stu- I devoted my weekends to
dents seriously pursuing careers exploring Switzerland and
its surrounding countries
in finance after graduation.
with
my best friend,
The program's coursework
included corporate financial Caroline, who had
analysis involving valuation and been working as an
M&A model construction, com- au. pair in Paris
parable analysis, equity and debt France.
financing research, firm valuaBluche
is
tions using
located
By LIZZIE BROWN'09
SWISS MISS

on a mountain at the bottom of
which is the town of CransMontana and at
the top of
which was
the town

of Sierre. Both towns are very ed! We partied on Corso
accessible via funiculaire, or trol- Como, a Milanese plaza notoley. Caroline and 1 enjoyed fon- rious for its night life, alongdue and Cadbury's chocolate at side models (why did I choose
the restaurants and grocery to wear flats that night?) and
stores in Crans-Montana and window-shopped at Roberto
pints and dancing at the pubs Cavalli, a fashion house based
and discotheques in Sierre. in Milan. We also visited
Luckily, we are both near fluent Sforzesco Castle which was
in the French language and were constructed in the 15th centuable to successfully navigate ry that now houses artwork
throughout most of the French- > completed by Michelangelo
speaking region.
and Leonardo da Vinci,
One weekend, we among others.
travelled to Milan,
Participating in SFA was
Italy, where fash- an amazing opportunity durion week was ing which I was able to pracbeing
tice my French, enjoy beautihost- ful views of the French Alps,
and experience another culture.
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Most Romantic Getaway Spots Mexico City Offers Intellectual
Stimulation, Fantastic Sights

nd.they don't even care who's
id the Pont Neuf, one of the
Dver the Seine. Its architecture
feet spot for a photo op (or a

from Food Network's Parisian
(the Barefoot Contessa). She
mantic picnic along the Seine,
asket and red checkered blanirket and pick out a delicious
i some smooth camembert, a
f course) a bottle of local red
c isn't what you crave, ride the
to get from here to there when
to thejardin des Tuileries, the

"Central Park" of Paris. You can find a sunny bench or !
a cozy patch of grass under a tree to enjoy a lazy after-'
noon. You'll get to see a runway or Parisian fashion as *
locals strut through the Jardin. Grab a crepe au sucre
and an Orangina, sit back, and enjoy!
Speaking of fashion shows, you won't want to miss
the'Champs-Elysees, the best shopping you'll find anywhere! Do more than just window shop, actually go in
the multi-level Louis Vuitton store and choose your
favorite bag (nobody said you had to buy anything).
Make your way down the tree-lined avenue until you
reach the Arc de Triomphe. A perfect (and Euro-free)
photo-op. But beware of pickpockets, especially cute
children trying, to sell you cheap jewelry on top of
newspapers. They've got sneaky little hands that know
just how to navigate through your purse to your
loaded (or empty) wallet. Then you'd truly be a poor
college student.
So, while you're enjoying these freebies around
- '•JVL \cnn ruoiu\ fvi tlii. mult 1 t-xpuiM't mu-i.•\ t u p up the Eiliil h«\>.i wil1 i d \oii b u t qiiiio
a bit but u u I' leiiiLinlict the v u n u < 1-. loin. ,1-. \i u
live And a ^.v\ui\ ihnnt-i In m vm\ jxr-oinl iJul) Clii\
c 'll'ds

By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
AZTEC GOD OF RECYCLING
For those of you Spanish speakers out
there, what could be better than studying
abroad in Mexico? Just south of the border,
this country would offer any Trinity student
a rich cultural experience as well as some of
the best universities in the world.
Located in lovely and historic Mexico
City, Mexico's largest and most prestigious
public university, the National Autonomous
University of Mexico ranks 74th place in the
Top 200 World University Ranking published by The Times Higher Education
Supplement in 2006, making it the highest
ranked Spanish-speaking university in the
world. Three Nobel laureates and most of
Mexico's modem-day presidents are among
its former students. When not in class, it
would be extremely easy to walk around
the city and explore famous political sites
and national landmarks. Head to the
Zocalo, one of the largest squares in the
world, to see the Metropolitan Cathedral,
the National Palace (the seat of the federal
executive), the Supreme Court of Justice,
and the City Hall. For fun on a weekend,
you could hang out at the Xochimilco
Floating Gardens or visit the Castle of
Chapultepec, which currently houses the
Mexican National Museum of History. If
you're a sports fan, Aztec Stadium and
Olympic Stadium would be great places to
check out a soccer match. For an exciting
trip outside the city, you can't miss going to
Teorihuacan, only about 25 miles away, to
see the Avenue of the Dead, the Pyramid of
die Sun, and the Pyramid of the Moon, built
by the Aztecs by the first century CE.
ir> being quite so far from
.? Monterrey is only about 150 miles
from the border of Texas, and it is here
where one of the most prestigious private
universities in Mexico is located,
Monterrey's Technological and Higher
Education Institute. The school was actually founded by a graduate from MIT, hence
its. nickname, "The MIT of Mexico and
Latin America." Monterrey is known as
"The City of the Mountains," and it is home

to many interesting attractions. For an entertaining nightlife, the Barrio Antiguo (Old
Neighborhood) is a charming area where
bars, cafes, art galleries, and restaurants can
be found. For some cool nature sightseeing,
the Grutas de Garcia is an extensive cave system that you can tour. The Cola de
Caballo
(Horsetail1)
Waterfall offers a
refreshing_
landscape _
view
and
on

the
way
there,
you
can
stop at La
Boca Dam, which
lays nested between
green hills. Before La Boca Dam,
at Los Cavazos there are many small restaurants which serve Mexican and local food,
produce, and flowers at low prices. There are
also stands of Mexican and local handcrafts
and hand-made wooden and metal furniture. This area is basically a mercado (market)
by the side of the road.
Ultimately, Mexico has much to offer,
from, historic locales in rural areas to social
hotspots in cosmopolitan environments, and
it would be an excellent country in which to
study and live, as well as overall experience.

Tripod Editor-in-Chief-Expounds on Exciting Semester in Cairo
Arabic to go there. Because of its
size, AUC is able to accommodate
almost any major, so if you're a
Egypt... land of the Pyramids math or engineering major at
— over 5,000 years of civilization Trinity and want to live and study
— and one of the coolest, wildest in one of the most amazing cities
study abroad destinations you in the world, you won't have to
could ever imagine. I studied at worry about finding classes at
the American University in AUC that will transfer back to
Cairo last spring. It's about twice Trinity. That being said, anyone
.ituthe size of Trinity and located in interested in the Middle East or
'ork
>elo Downtown Cairo (although next Islam will find Egypt to be the
nci, ' rail the campus will be moving to ideal place to experience the cul1
a brand new, state-of-the-art loca- ture and learri the language.
tion in the desert just outside of
was
There are few cities in the
Ae city). One of the great things world where die ancient mixes
dur>rac- about AUC is that you do not with the modern to the extent that
have to be a Middle East studies it does in Cairo. Take a class in
lUtimajor
or speak
Egyptology
Ups,
rso
)tongose
md
:rto
sed
ted
was

• cut

By BILL COSGROVE '08

PYRAMID PLUNDERER

while at AUC, and then grab a taxi you.
.. ; .
: . • • . .
to Giza later that night and watch
For an experience you'll never,
the sunset over the Sphinx and the forget, catch a bus ride to Siwa,
Great Pyramids as you ride around which is nine hours west of
the desert on horseback or camel. Alexandria. Siwa is a small village
Enroll in an Egyptian Arabic class, in the middle of the "Great Sand
and then, check out one of the Sea" in the Eastern Sahara.
timeless coffee shops in Islamic Arrange a desert safari and you'll
Cairo and-speak Arabic, with be surrounded by 90-foot high
native speakers. They'll not only sand dunes and sleep under a sky
help you, but they'll also want to that ln>- niori. -practice their English skills wirh th»n \ou
ewr minginc
Buy n

$15 and go to the Sinai Peninsula.
There you'll climb Mount Sinai
and visit Dahab, which offers some
of the most magnificent snorkeling
and scuba diving sites in the world.
Words alone do not do Egypt
justice. The only way to . even
remotely comprehend the beauty
and mystique of Egypt is to actually go there and see it for yourself.
So why not give it a shot? After all,
everyone studies abroad in Rome
1" Paris, and most of us will have
plenty of opportunities to vacation
•" travel to Europe in the future.
k But to live in a place as different
and special as Cairo is some. thing
you'll
i probably never
f be able to do.

D

Living Abroad Proves Easier In Cosmopolitan City Of H.K.
careful; a lot of their stock is located in
the "back room" where there is a gray area
abroad this is definitely a. key place to between real and fake, and the two tend
note: Lan Kvvai Fong. If you study abroad to get switched when no one is looking.
in Hong Kong and never once make it to When back in Hong Kong, the tourists
LKF, so help me I will hunt you down and flock to Stanley Market, Ladies Market,
kick you in the shins. LKF is the creme de and Night Market for more deals. I prefer
la creme of club districts and home to malls, they have air conditioning, and in
Balalaika, my ice bar. Wan Chai is also 100 degree weather with 85 percent
decent and home to what is supposedly humidity, this is key.
The city also drips in luxury, though,
the world's best hotdog. Though already
as
haute
couture and ready-to-wear designdelicious, it's always better after late-night.
You're also in luck, the drinking age is 18. ers have snatched up key real estate for
In China? It doesn't exist. Total freedom. their sprawling multi-story museums of
Make sure you head over to Club Ing and fashion. The only one missing is Jimmy
Choo. These stores are also guarded by
Dragon-I at some point.
armed
men dressed in intimidating black
As far as shopping goes, it's absolute
suits.
Don't
steal. When walking into one
insanity. The Hong Kong Dollar is now
of
these
stores,
sales associates will flock
valued around the same as the Chinese
to
you,
offering
you bags, belts, and lugYuan, which makes it convenient for
gage
in
a
multitude
of languages. It's up to
everyone to cross the border and spend,
you
to
choose
between
them. It seems
spend, spend. If you have the time, take
Hong
Kong
is
a
hub
for
luxury
shopping
the KCR (Kowloon-Canton Railway) into
as
the
languages
that
float
around
the
Shenzhen, where you can find a pair of
room
range
from
Russian
to
Japanese
and
Sevens for ¥50, which equates to, oh,
Korean
to
Arabic.
This
goes
the
same
for
about $7.14. Everything is "Made in
the
good
eats.
China." Home to factory overruns, everNow that I've brought up food, 1 have
so-slightly defective items, and sensational
to
mention some much-loved dining
fakes, you can find anything from a ¥500
locales.
I'll start with one I've never been
Chloe Paddington to a ¥250 Burberry
to:.
Jumbo.
It's a floating restaurant locattrench. Yes, they are the real deal. Just be
continued horn page B

ed in Aberdeen and is the firs'
tourist will go to eat dinner. Yo
too. E\'ery type of cuisine is rep
My ultimate favorite is Ha
Egyptian restaurant that featurt
and Koshari. For the best dim
must trek (not schlep) to the SI
Hotel for a dim sum a la carte
Woke up too late? Get dressed
Sunday best and cab it ovei
Peninsula Hotel for the finest a1
tea. Kosher? The Main Stree
Something motto deliziosol Gr
Channeling
a French I
Delifrance. Good 'ol American;
Diner. Best late night food? The
who travel all the way from Xinji:
province to sell you the most d<
cious kebabs (lovingly known i
meat sticks to all) ever, You wil
definitely appreciate these, c<
5 a.m., post clubbing.
We've reached the top
the Peak now, and she ha
not put her camera a—
My cheese fries are all
and I must now hui Ji
down, some more food £*
preferably meat sticks,
because that is what
I'm craving. Oh GodJ

ictures. Everyone is
)ing out peace signs
:heesy grins left and
t, signifying the
nipresent
Asian
.irist look. We just
rived,
but it's
ready time to leave.
)on't get me wrong,
everyone needs to
make a trip to
Hong Kong at

Tiny Israel Offers Glimpse at History as well as Natural Beauty
the people atop the plateau committed
mass suicide.
From the top of Masada, you can see
the
Dead Sea. This is the lowest point on
When most people think of Israel,
they think of the conflict constantly in Earth, and the water is 33 percent salt.
the news. Although that is an unfortu- Nothing can live there, hence its name:
uate. patt o£ tW V&rtRjy svittouwimg. ;tk\e the Dead Sea. HoweveT, because of the
y istaeA *4 'so wmc\\ TOdfre! Trtfe "hijgVi percentage of salt In tfcve. 'watewHit is
country, despite its sni,i/] size, is quite
impossible to sjnk. This is a unique
varied.
place, that can be found nowhere else on
The south or" Israel is the Negev Earth.
desert. Here is where you will find
Not far north from Masada and the
Masada. After the fall of Jerusalem to Dead Sea is the city of Jerusalem, one of
the Romans in 70 C.E., a group of the oldest continuously inhabited cities.
zealots took refuge at this cliff top The city first appears in the Bible
fortress, originally constructed
when King David makes it his j
by Herod the Great. It isj
capital. He reigned before
'*
famous, because, rather than
1000'B.C.E., over three
surrender to the Romans,
thousand years ago. The
By JACKIE SPARKS '09
TEL AVIV TIGRESS

city has been continually occupied since
then. Under the modern city, the old
main Roman road can still be seen and
walked upon. It is a holy city to all three
major monotheistic religions: Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam. The holiest sites
of both Judaism (the Western Wall) and
ls|aTn. (the^ Dome of the Rock) &tp very
close to each other, on the Temple
Mount. The old city walls can still be
seen, although the city has now expanded past those walls. Hebrew University
on Mt, Scopus (an approved study
abroad program by Trinity), opened in
1925. Between 1948 and 1967, the
school was not in Israel.
Continuing north, you will come to
the city of Tel Aviv. In contrast with
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv is a new city.

^

Jews living in nearby Yafo (Jaffa), disgruntled with conditions in the city, decided
to build a new neighborhood outside the
city; land was disturbed in a lottery ceremony in 1909. The city is bustling and
modern. It is also home to a well respected university.
,. While i southern Israel is desert,
northern Israel, irrigated by the Sea of
Galilee, is lush. The Golan Heights are
heavily forested. In fact, thanks to the
effort of the Jewish National Fund, Israel
was the only country in the world to have
more trees in 2000 then it did in 1900.
Israel is a beautiful, dynamic country.
It can offer much more than conflict to
someone who is willing to look,
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Study Abroad
Experience
Changes Life
ByDAVIDSLATKIN'OS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

* • • •

of improving his reading and ' writing
skills.
Along with his academic accomplishments at Trinity, Fox also values his,
"Thirty to 40-year friendships with college classmates. I learned how to really
know people and live with them, and get
along with them because I h a d to."
Fox considers Trinity a critical stepping stone in his career. It is from here
that he was accepted into Harvard
Business School, and later launched his.
own marketing company. He always
knew the path he wanted to take.
Fox got his first job at the age of five
when, "during a snow storm I asked the

As the fall semester comes to a close, and
deadlines that seemed to exist an eternity
away in September start to pack my calendar, my only thoughts are, "I want to get the
hell out of here!" Unfortunately, as a senior,
my only way out is through passing all
courses this semester and next, and then
being absorbed into the mysteries awaiting
me on the other side of college in that place
called "The Real World" (not to be confused
with the fantasies propagated by MTV*s unreality show of the same name). While there
is no legal magic pill to wash away the
impending doom of finals and transport us
to landscapes only accessible through fiction, there is an opportunity to leave everything and explore new worlds.
If you think I am proposing a space-travel club or an endowment to build Jimmy
Jones's "Magic Spaceship to The Future,"
then your imagination is better than mine,
though incorrect. Instead, the vehicle I propose to escape the "Trin-Bubble" is the
opportunity to travel across the world and
study abroad.
Anti-climactic? Probably, but it's still no
worse than trying to readjust to the exciting
monotony of the work-hard/play-hard routine we reenact week-after-week. I'm not criticizing. You can find me every weekend
between The Fred, Cinesrudio, and Cleo of
AX, which are no better or worse than any
other establishments on campus, but merely
the places which coincide with my own
interests and circles of friends. However, I
am merely pointing out the opportunities to
explore new people, places, and things,
which for better or worse I personally prefer
to the social stagnation on campus.
For me life has always been about analyzing and examining the world and myself,
but, it is impossible to "know thyself until
one steps outside the world they exist within. To facilitate my own self-knowledge, I
traveled to Queen's University in Belfast,
Northern Ireland in the spring of 2007.
My experience abroad gave me a taste of
the forbidden fruit of individual freedom. It
allowed me to explore the tangible surface
of a foreign landscape whose identity and
essence were seemingly familiar from former

see FOX on page 14

see STUDENT on page 12
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Trinity Alum Jeffrey Fox
s About Careers
By SARAH BRTTTAIN '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Along with the excitement of Senior
Year comes the harsh realities of graduation, the future, and the looming question: what will I do next year? My
approach this past fall was to find an
interesting field that I could picture
myself working in after graduation.
As I perused the Internship Office's
Directory, I came across "Fox &
Company," a marketing consultant firm
with a focus on marketing strategy and
execution, founded and operated by a
Trinity College alumnus named Jeffrey
"Jeff1 Fox. Following the subsequent
interview at a Franklin Avenue restaurant, I was ready to see if marketing was
the career for me.
Working with a former Trinity stu-

dent offers a very different perspective
on our lives here. When Fox graduated
in 1967, Trinity was an all-male school
with practically an entirely male faculty.
Fraternity parties were only hosted on
Saturday nights and students attended
classes on Saturday mornings. It was an
era when most men felt limited to the
options of graduate school, medical
school, or business school.
"It was a different atmosphere, the
teachers were on campus more, some
lived on-campus, There were a lot more
papers, tests3 quizzes, and one
Shakespeare class on Saturdays where
guys brought their dates before the football games," Fox recalls.
Fox majored in English with the goal

Sophomore Kukstis Aims to Avoid Insanity This Holiday Season
ByJAMESKUKSTTS'lO
TRIPOD STAFF
Stores have been plastered with
holiday decorations since before
Halloween. Turkey Day has now
come and gone, and the mad rush
to get shopping done is already
rounding its first turn. For the past
few weeks, we have been haunted
by Christmas-themed ads on TV,
and ABC Family is jumping the
gun so much that they have a
block of Christmas programming
leading up to their 25 Days of
Christmas celebration (by the way,
how do they get off showing Harry
Potter and the Sorceror's Stone as
a Christmas movie? I don't get it).
First, it was 12 Days. Now, we

have to gear up for 25 long, stressful days. Amidst finals and end of
semester Late Nights, shopping for
others is probably near the bottom
of your to-do list, right above
going to Mather for dinner again
to eat the same chicken tenders
you've been eating for however
long it has been since you came to
Hartford. And while I may be no
expert on shopping, I hope I know
how to enjoy the holidays and get
things done.
Have fun with it. The holidays
are a time for happiness, and getting stressed out doesn't help anyone. You'll only end up resenting
the people you are shopping for,
creating far more Grinches than
happy Whos. Burn a mix or create

a playlist for the car ride to the
mall, juxtaposing Christmas classics with new holiday jams. It's
probably best to put yourself in a
good mood (read: not listening to
the radio equals no commercials
reminding you of the gifts you
need to buy) before shelling out
serious change on those you love,
or those you feel obligated to buy
gifts for.
Caffeinate yourself thoroughly
before your shopping excursion,
and use Starbucks' seasonal java to
subtly aid your holiday mood.
Holiday cardboard cups are, clearly, far more stylish than your
Trinity travel mug.
Try and get yourself to a good
place mentally, because more often

than not, the mall is anything but.
With long lines, crowded corridors, creepy Santa Clauses that
look far too excited to have children on their laps, annoying bells
ringing at all times, and tacky decorations everywhere you look, the
Mall in December is the equivalent
of the media, trying to ruin
Britney's life.
As long as you can separate
yourself from its insanity, and see
through the incredible pointlessness of everything for sale in
Brookstone and The Sharper
Image (your mother does not want
an Ultrasonic Jewelry Cleaner, and
your father will not use a
Motorized Grill Cleaning Brush)
and can make fan of (at a distance)

the people who are convinced that
if they don't find the perfect 18inch gladiator nutcracker for their
best friend, the entire holiday will
be ruined, these people will be
damned if they let you get.in their
way of getting that useless knickknack, you should be alright. I
think that a Shakespearean
Nutcracker will be just fine, after
all, it is going to spend 350 days of
the year in a box in an attic or
basement somewhere (if it doesn't
end up at a yard sale come summertime).
Another thing I would suggest
would be to put actual thought
into what you are going to buy
see CHRISTMASTIME on page 13
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Holiday Shopping Advice
By ANNE BENJAMIN'09
TRIPOD STAFF

Dear Annie,
I would like to buy presents
tliis holiday, season online. How
can I be sure that purchase and
my sensitive information will be
secure?
- Preoccupied Purchaser

Dear Preoccupied Purchaser,
The holidays are prime time
for Internet shopping, and you're
right to be concerned about your
privacy. Identity theft is a widespread problem, and many people
get their information stolen
through careless online shopping.
Many of the Web sites you would
normally use, like Amazon.com or
Patagonia.com, are usually safe
because they are established companies with intense security, but
there is an increasing amount of
scams on the Internet of which
you should be wary.
One way that you can check if
a Web site is a legitimate retail
venue is to look for a brick and
mortar addressj a building of operations, not just a post office box.
Call that address to see what they
have to say for themselves.
(Remember, it's not difficult to
make up an address.) If you cannot find a phone number, call the
town of its location, and ask them
about tV\e company,--GI i t least
what is at the address they provided Also consider why you chose
the Web site; if you received an email advertisement for the site, it's
probably riot legitimate. Web sites
are not required to register with
the Better Business Bureau, but
there's no harm in checking on
BBB.org. Also, try Snopes.com
and Google to check for known
scams.
You can never be completely
sure about your privacy so always
take precautions; Use a credit card
with fraud protection for online
purchases so that you axe not held
responsible if you are scammed. If
you have more than one credit
card, it's a smart idea to designate
one for all of your online purchases. That way, if something happens you only have to deal with
cancelling one card. Double check
your bill to be sure that you are
paying the correct amount to the
correct place. If you are asked for
your social security number for an
online purchase, chances are it's a
scam. Never give out your social
security number, passwords, or

esting pictures or facts. For example, a nice photography book
such as Through the Lens:
National Geographic's Greatest
Photographs, or a cute cookbook
like The Starving Student's
Cookbook by Dede Hall. Giving
a book makes you appear intelligent and classy. Books come in a
range of prices, never go out of
style, last forever, and are extremely easy to wrap!
Another idea is the Planet
Earth DVD set. If you haven't
seen the new Planet Earth series
from the Discovery Channel, you
should get it for your significant
other, and watch it. These DVDs
are fantastic and are the best eye
candy around; you'll learn something too.
Super cozy sleeping pants or
slippers (like Ugg slippers) are also
wonderful to receive. Make sure
they are made from the most luxurious material to optimize comfort. If you order far enough in
advance, you can get personalized
or monogrammed clothing, note
pads, beer glasses, or Dobb kits.
Anything you can think of is
cranked up a personalization
notch in with someone's name 6r
initials.
You could always go with a
gift certificate, although giving
one may seem like a cop out, it's
always an appreciated shopping
opportunity. FYI, (this is mostly
for girls) National Jean Company
just opened up in West Hartford.
It's expensive but oh, so nice.
That would be a great place from
Dear Annie,
which to'feceive a gift card.
/ have really bad taste. What
As always, you could make
should 1 get my signi£cant other something like a little gift basket
and friends for the holidays?
with homemade brownies or biscotti and hot chocolate and other
wintery essentials.
- Helpless For The Holidays
In my opinion, the card that
goes with the gift is extremely
Dear Helpless For The Holidays,
important, maybe even more
important than the gift itself. Not
Don't worry about your bad because of what Hallmark comes
taste! Here are some ideas to get up with, but because of your
you started so she doesn't have to words
to
your
know about your problem. Keep friend/girlfriend/boyfriend/anyin mind, the best gifts are ones one for the holidays. It's an oldthat the receiver wouldn't think of fashioned way to get a sentimental
buying for themselves. Obviously, message across, and cards can be
a gift needs to be personal and saved forever.
depends on the tastes' of the perHopefully these are helpful
son. Another major factor is your enough suggestions to get you
spending budget. You should not started. Remember, if you are
have to spend very much - college going to buy anything online,
students tend not to have that make sure to take the necessary
much to begin with anyway. Here precautions as described above!
are some ideas for some excellent
college-budget appropriate gifts.
Please
e-mail
me
at
A book (though somewhat Anne.Benjamin@trincoll.edu with
dorky) is an excellent place to your consumer questions. I would
start. I am talking about a coffee- be happy to answer anything at
table type book with lots of inter- all!

any other personal information
online. You could also secure your
safety by contacting your credit
card company about the upcoming purchase. Get their support in
your purchase, so if something
does go wrong, they will be there
to back you up.
If you do run into a problem,
file a complaint with the Federal
Trade Commission's consumer
department. Go to FTC.gov and
then
click
on
Consumer
Protection, then click File a
Complaint. Also, for more information, try OnGuardOnIine.gov.
This is a government-run Web site
that has pertinent information
about online shopping and general online safety. Check out the
rips on the holiday shopping link,
they are very useful.
I am sorry to say that in this
age of Internet and plastic money,
there is no way to be 100 percent
sure that your information will be
kept private, whether you shop
online or in retail stores. People
are still suffering the consequences from identity theft from
TJX personal information crisis
where thousands of identities were
stolen from some unlucky shoppers who used their credit cards at
the TJX stores, and that was not
even online! Information can be
leaked or sold very easily from any
venue, so you just have to do the
best you can to protect yourself

Student Enjoys Six-Month Stint in UK
continued Bom page 11
glimpses through art, history, literature, music, and film. Through
my experiences in Europe, I
learned more about myself and the
causes and conditions of my own
identity and beliefs, than any other
six months that I can conceivably
remember.
The UK was not only a fantastic place to live and study, but it
was also a hub to take me anywhere in Europe. I traveled to
Paris, Cologne, Brussels, Antwerp,

Amsterdam, Prague, Belfast, Rome,
Florence, Venice, Vienna, London,
Edinburgh,- Stockholm, Dublin,
and all of Northern Ireland. You
can go anywhere from the UK, but
with the friendliest and most genuinely outgoing people I interacted with in Northern Ireland, I
never wanted to leave for too long.
So while many juniors- are
either abroad (or are preparing to
leave in the spring) and seniors are
caught in a hurricane of applications, I urge first-years and sophomores (the deadline to apply for

study abroad during Fall '08 Spring '09 is Dec. 7) to consider
your opportunities. As a British
Council Student Ambassador I
strongly suggest pursuing your
studies in Northern Ireland,
England, Scotland, or Wales.
If you have any questions
about studying or traveling to the
UK (and specifically Northern
Ireland), please do not hesitate to
contact me at David.Slatkin<®trincoll.edu or on Facebook. You can
also check out www.britishcouncil.org/usa. I live to serve.

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

The holidays? Big &°/o$#ing deal. It's just another
month of the year ... and the last month, which is just
obnoxious to get through before you can start anew.
Seriously, what is your deal? Lighten up, Scrooge.
Holiday Treat Not much revs your engine

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

You've been itching to play Mariah's Christmas CD
in your car since June (and you do play it, just when
no one's around to hear it). Get ready, Pisces, because
you only have a month of 24/7 Xmas til it's over.
Holiday Treat Christmas songs

T

ARIES

• March 21 - April 19

You don't normally get much action during the year
but when it comes to the holidays and that magical
leaf and berry combination gets hung above doorways, well... watch out, world, here comes Casanova.
Holiday Treat Mistletoe

TAURUS

April 20-May 20

Not sure if you've seen the Verizon commercial... but
everyone else sure has. It's too late now; you've sent
out your Xmas list and your parents are somewhere
buying you the next Misty of Chincoteague.
Holiday Treat A pony

E

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

You live for everything Christmas from those plastic,
stringy fake trees that Wal-Mart sells, to seasonal candles, and even to elaborately-wrapped presents (for
strangers). Stop it. You're scaring the children.
Holiday Treat Christmas. In general. You love it.

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

You are such a foodie. Day or night your TV is tuned
to the Food Network where Giada, Bobby, Paula, and
(unfortunately) Rachel Ray stun you with their culinary abilities. What's better? Holiday food. Yum.
Holiday Treat Seasons Eatings on Food Network
LEO
July 23-August 22
Honestly, who doesn't wait all year for the
Gingerbread Latte? Haul ass to Starbucks and "pass
the cheer." If you buy the Tripod a round, they promise to keep you out of AT for a FULL YEAR!
Holiday Treat Starbucks Christmas drinks!

w

VIRGO

August 23 - September 22

The best thing about the holidays is really just the
magical way everything that seems normal gets transformed into its seasonal complement, e.g. "I made
you a [Christmas] cookie ... but I eated it... "
Holiday Treat Seasonal LOLCats
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
Now that it's officially the "Holiday Season" you've
got your O°/oAPR plastic out, ready to swipe at a
moment's notice. Don't forget that when your statement comes, you have a lot of explaining to do.
Holiday Treat Sales galore

m

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

Talk about hibernation weight... you truly do understand what it takes to keep warm during the harsh
(but really, is harsh the right word here?) winter
months. Keep on shoving it down.
Holiday Treat Starbucks' Cranberry Bliss Bar

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

You're never too old for anything, be it kiddy rides at
Six Flags, Limited Too, or Santa, which is why you are
that awkward college student that will stand in line for
hours just for those two minutes of bliss.
Holiday Treat Santa's lap

VJ

CAPRICORN

December 22 -January 19

There's one time a year where you get to mail home
an outrageous Christmas list... and no one says anything. Hello, presents. Hello, Tiffany's. Hello, new
Manolo's. And oh, snap, HELLO, car keys!
Holiday Treat Presents from mummy and daddy!
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Kelsey Correia '09 Voyages to Chile Christmastime Gift-Giving
Proves Stressful Endeavor
By KELSEY CORREIA '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I arrived in Chile in July,
after a sleepless 15 hour journey.
The directors of the program
greeted me and instantly began
speaking Spanish. I stood there,
smiled, not knowing what to say
or remembering any of my years
of Spanish. I soon learned in
Chile we speak Chileno; regarded as one of the most difficult
forms of Spanish to understand.
July in Chile is the dead of winter; it was somewhere in the 40's.
Doesn't sound bad compared to
New England winters, right?
Wrong. I entered my homestay
and felt no increase in temperature, and the true meaning of
"Chile doesn't have central heating" was realized. I didn't expect
the comfortable 72 I'm used to,
but it was 45 outside and 35
inside. I was freezing, running on
empty, had no idea what was
being said to me, or what to say
back, and I started to cry. I cried
for pretty much the first day. I
thought I would freeze to death.
I melodramatically wondered if I
would survive until December,
and then quickly decided that I
refused to be "that girl who died
in Chile." My Chilean mother
tried to calm me by showing me
around. I became overwhelmed
as she showed me the gas that
has to be ignited in order to have
hot water: the beginning of a
long list of difficult adjustments.
How does one begin to
:ol I

Kim*'
out to other Trinity Global sites,
Santiago is legit; we take classes,
in Spanish, with regular Chilean
students, who are all completely
fascinated by us and why we
would live in their country. We
had few answers other than GPA
requirements. These students are
very proud of their University
and know how to celebrate it.
During our core class from 6:30
to 8 p.m., they are often found
drinking in the courtyard outside the classroom. It is very
reminiscent of spring time on
the quad at Trinity, and just as
alluring.
So here I am 20 years old and
legal to drink. We have a TA for
our core class named Anita. She
immediately took us under her
wing and showed us the
nightlife. The first night the
group went out we lasted until 2
a.m.; a perfectly respectable time
for the Trincoll, but not here.
The Chileans party until dawn,
strolling into your mama's house
at seven in the morning is perfectly normal. We faded fast

continued from page 11
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Courtesy of Kelsey Correia
Correia has enjoyed traveling throughout the region surrounding Santiago, Chile.
because Chile has not gotten the
memo about how cigarettes kill
you and everyone around you.
The pre-game is a bar. Happy
hour is your friend; two for one
vodka tonics get the job done
like a Trincoll shot. Next is a
"disco" around 12:30 - 1 a.m., at
the earliest. The Chileans love to
dance and they love to drink.
The national drink is Pisco, I
hate it. We like to call it "Piss-co"
because of its unfortunate taste,
but the locals love to imbibe
their Piscos and go hunting for
gringas. I've never felt as confident about my appearance as I
have in this country. We go out
at night and have to deal with
the^sg rdentlejs fools^Xhey reallittle English they know for lines.
Some of my favorites include: "I
want to see you naked" or "I
want to fuck you," and once,
someone even preformed a
magic trick. Our dance moves,
though standard at Trinity, seem
to draw a crowd. This male attention in turn draws negative attention from the females.

a pololo and most likely has the
same hairstyle. Chile is a friend
to the mullet, the rat tail, and all
things 80's. We recently found
karaoke, but first we were treated
to a Guns n Roses tribute band.
The "Axl Rose" looked, sang,
and did the squirmy dance just
like the real thing. This is a
unique country that has provided me with countless hilarious
experiences.
Though life is exciting here
in Santiago, thankfully we had a
lot of time to travel. A week after
we arrived, we took off to Peru.
After two days in Lima we flew
to Cusco. The altitude there
nearly killed us all. On this trip
we saw Machu Picchu, one of
'itre wonders of the world. We
mostly took a bus and climbed
the rest. There is a rumor that
people do a four day hike on the
Incan Trail and sleep in tents,
but I like to pretend that type of
irrationality doesn't exist. We
also visited vibrant Buenos Aires,
Argentina and the less than
impressive
Montevideo,
Uruguay. I recently traveled to
Pololo/polola is the Chileno San Pedro, which is the desert in
term for boyfriend/girlfriend. northern Chile. I sand boarded,
Famously eager for a catfight, I saw the sun set over the desert,
have gotten into it with Chilean swam in hot springs, saw active
gals who think I may be eyeing geysers and swam in a salt lake,
their pololos. The pololas are so salty that you do not need to
notoriously jealous. Recently, I tread water to float. Overall it
guess I danced too closely to was a rough outdoors experience
some girl's pololo and ended up for this very indoor girl, but one
getting shoved into a wall and I'm glad I had.
Chile has been a long strange
called a puta (whore). The
Chileans tell me I'm jealous of trip. Pedro Mata, the program
their love and maybe I am; I still director recently told one visiting
don't like it. The pololos make parent, "They come to Chile as
out any and everywhere they can. girls, and leave as young ladies."
They live at home with mama While my feminist ways would
until they are close to 30 years like to protest, Pedro is right, I
old. Therefore the metro seems have learned greatly. Though this
like a perfectly good place to for- was the hardest experience of my
nicate. Every young person has life, after all, I survived.

before you actually leave the house
(if you leave the house at all, more
on that soon). You'll maintain your
sanity much better should you sit
down at your computer and
browse your options.
You should know how much
you want to spend, and what stores
are where you are going. But more
than that, think about what you
know about the person, what they
like, and what they have. If you
know that your friend collects
Nutcrackers, then great, find that
perfect Nutcracker. Because one
person likes them, by no means
does everyone else on your list
And say you can't find that perfect
piece that your friend really wants,
but you search very intently, you
will now have a story to tell them
about trying to find it, and they
will be that much more touched by
the story and the gift you eventually bought them. Win, win. "Know
your audience" is the best advice in
writing, and it holds true in shopping as well.
Try and stay organized. If you
have an idea while in the middle of
a boring Poli-Sci lecture, make sure
to write it down and come back to
it later. You'll be far better off with
a sense of what someone might like
when you go out than if you were
making it up as you go along (as
you may be on the upcoming PoliSci final).
Now, while the holidays are
still decently far off, why even leave
your room to go to the mall? It's
cold out, your roommate's car
takes forever to heat up, and who
wants to wait in the bitter winds for
the bus? Shop online, you'll get
better deals most of the time, even
when you include shipping. Be
careful, though. Looking at a picture is -never the same as actually
holding the gift. Pay careful attention to product descriptions and
sizing, especially with clothes.
Another thing to watch for is shipping time, nothing is worse than
having to tell your Grandmother
on Christmas morning that her
gift is still in the mail. It looks sloppy and lazy. They should never
know' that you bought it online.
Another perk, besides the ease and
reduced costs of buying online,
items most often come in boxes
already, making wrapping that
much easier. Order from school
and have them sent home, so you
don't have to worry about forgetting them in Hartford.
Gift cards are alright, depending on a few things. Cash is, overall, a terrible gift that screams lazi-

ness. So too then, is the American
Express Gift Card. Unless you are
giving them to your paperboy or
mailman, steer clear. A well
thought out gift card, though, can
work wonders. If you've used your
fashion-minded eye and noticed
that someone wears a lot of J.
Crew, and you're not sure what
their size is, or what they already
have, a J. Crew gift card may do
the trick. I don't recommend this
for close family members.
My grandmothers go to the
movies together every weekend,
and I know that there is a Panera
Bread nearby. So for Christmas
each year, I get them each a book
of movie passes and a Panera gift
card. That, I think, is gift cards
done right. Don't buy your mom
one from Bed, Bath, & Beyond.
She won't appreciate it, no matter
what she says.
During "The Office's" Season
Three Christmas episode, Pam tells
her ex-fiance Roy that if, when
wrapping presents, you use more
than three pieces of tape, you are
doing something wrong. Truth
(also a good reminder from Pam:
don't use newspaper). As long as
you make sure to use crisp folds,
three pieces of tape will do you
just fine, and look far better than
having the gift guarded with as
much security as the truth behind
the College's financial state.
Infinite designs of wrapping paper
are available, depending on your
style.. Well-chosen cards are also a
great addition to any gift, homemade if you have the creativity.:
Try and get shopping done
early, so you can really enjoy the
holidays. With the stress of getting
things for other people removed
early, you can begin to get excited
about what others may have gotten
for you. People say that when you
are shopping during the Christmas
season, you shouldn't buy things
for yourself, but I see no reason
not to. You deserve nice things as
much as everyone else on your list
(fust don't forget any of them).
Should you go to the mall,
make sure you create a relaxing
night for yourself once you get
home. Pop in your favorite
Christmas movie (I recommend A
Charlie Brown Christmas to question all the commercialism you
just experienced, or A Muppet
Christmas Carol), pop open a tasty
seasonal brew, add Christmas
cookies to the mix, and get yourself back into a happy holiday
mood. You don't want to be saying
at the end of the day, to quote
Michael Scott, "Happy Birthday
Jesus, sorry your party is so lame."

"Truly Disgusting,
Like Salty Garbage"

Party Heats Up in
House Kitchen

You Break It,
You Buy it

Many Initiated Into
Pen 15 Club at Party

AT would like to address
the irony that is a certain
"blonde" who, weekend after
weekend, navigates her way
to a fraternity's garbage.
Perched atop the bin, AT's
trashy tart always snogs several male partjers in a single
night. AT suggests tossing
your dirty habits before AT
"accidentally" throws
you
out with the trash.

A beer-less
brotherhood
upset their guests (and their
guests' stomachs) when they
decided to serve overly fermented beer from an expired
keg. Perhaps if a certain twosome had abandoned whatever they were cooking up in the
house's kitchen and unlocked
the door, the brothers might
have been able to locate adequate booze in the fridge.

A disastrously inebriated
(and very geographically-challenged) post-Late Night visitor
mistook his friend's off-campus apartment for another
and knocked so overzealously
at the wrong window as to
shatter the glass, disturbing all
four people present in the
double (ooh la la!). The
intruder fled before further
disrupting the "festivities."

A famed fraternity f§te
encouraged amatures to draw
from their more "artistic"
sides. Among the many doodles detailed in highlighter
on the bodies of attendees
were the words: "I Heart
Bush" (yay, political awareness!). Also in "highlighter,"
were some
indiscernible
images on the front of a
male partier's jeans. Hmm ...
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Fox Suggests Pursuing a Sales Career

Top 10

improved with your ideas, writ- "You really should get a job in
ing a boomerang letter that sales. In a sales position you
lady next door if I could shovel echoes the needs of the compa- can see the whole company —
her sidewalk for 50 cents, and ny's job ad, and writing a "resu- see customers, competition [...]
letter"
which Anyone in a company should
she gave me a
'You really should get a
d e m o n s t r a t e s see their job through the salesdollar. I was off
and running!"
job in sales. In a. sales your experience, man's eyes. It is the person in
in a comprehen- front of the customer; the first
During Fox's
position you can see the sive letter. He line of troops. Even if you are
first year at
whole company - see
also reinforces going to be a research chemist it
H a r v a r d
age-old advice is all about the customers."
Business School,
customers, competition
such as sending
Having the opportunity to
he secured a
[...] Anyone in a compa- thank you notes experience an internship allows
summer job at
ny should see their job
after interviews students to explore different
Heublein,
a
and impressing lines of work before graduation
Hartford comthrough the salesman's
i n t e r v i e w e r s (when they will inevitably have
pany ' which
eyes. It is the person in
with a strong to decide on a career • course).
o w n e d
front
of
the
customer;
knowledge
of When Fox went to college, there
Kentucky Fried
the
company.
was really no internship proChicken, Grey
the Erst line of troops.
Fox's edgy tac- gram, but he recognized the
Poupon,
and
Even if you are going to tics make an benefits of getting real work
S m i m o ff.
be a research chemist, it
applicant stand experience to
compliment
H a l f w a y
out
in
a
large
coursework.
That
is why he
through
the
is all about the cusstack
of came up with the idea of an
year, Harvard
tomers."
internship program here at
resumes.
decided to offer
Trinity.
It started off small, but
Throughout
50 to 60 stunOw
offers
a range of opportunimy internship at
dents,
Fox
-Jeffrey Fox'67
ties
in
different
disciplines.
Fox
&
included,
the
Company,
I
As
daunting
as next year
option of starting their second year during the have gained an understanding seems, it is still early in the
summer. Even though he could of the marketing world as well application process, and keeping
no longer go work at Heublein as advice on how to find a job in mind Fox's advice, the job
college.
search will hopethat summer, he was able to after
fully be a painconvince the company to guar- Working with
"There is someone, a
alumnus
less experience.
antee him a full-time job after an
offers a sense of
graduation.
For
those
business, out there that
i
nspiration
seniors
who
are
Fox .landed this job by figurneeds you and neither of
as nervous as I
ing out why Heublein should Even
though
you know it. You just
am about next
hire him and other innovative Trinity is a liberyear,
the most
approaches that he discusses in al arts college, it
have to find them."
important thing
one of his nine best-selling is helpful to
to remember is
books entitled How to Land remember that
-Jeffrey Fox '67
that, as Fox
Your Dream Job. Throughout many graduates
states, "There is
this book, Pox stresses using have been sucsomeone, a busiextensive research to find target cessful in nonness, out there that needs you
companies, writing an impact liberal-arts fields.
letter describing ways in which
Fox's advice to those who and neither of you know it. You
the
company
could
be want to go into business is: just have to find them.",
continued from page 11

Reasons To Let It Snow,
Let It Snow, Let It Snow
10. Campo just might empathize with
you on your walk of shame and offer
you a ride back to your dorm room.
9. Because just looking at my snow angel
is the closest to heaven you'll ever get ...
8. Tray sledding, courtesy of Mather Hall.
7. Who doesn't love an excuse to cozy
up to that special someone?
6. Lose a bet? No one will notice your
streaking across the quad in a blizzard
(especially if you're as pasty as our News
Editors).
5. [Insert obvious drug reference here]
4. Free refrigeration-ness for your keggers!
3. Watch your not-so-significant other
slip down Gallows Hill. Thank you,
karma!
2. Dangerous driving conditions often
encourage professors to cancel classes ...
1. ... and students to warm up with mugs
of spiked apple cider and impromptu
Late Nights.

We ctdivet to parts of

CHOICE OXE PIZZA

Wethers/ield, Netvlngton.

24 New Britain A v e n u e • Hartford, CT ,
:
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Fast Delivery - Minimum $8.00

S West Hartford

HOURS:

Mon.-Thurs. 11:00otn-2:30am

Ri-sat, u:ooam.

Sma«(12'V
Medium (14")

$6.99
$8.99

UTJB (16")

$10.99

X-Uret (20")
Sheet (IS"* 26")

$13.99
$15.99

Topping
Topping
Topping
Topping
Topping

$0.80
$1.00
..31.50
$2.00
.$3.00

a, Psf-perom, Anchoviet, Olives, Pineapple, feppers,
Garlic, Bacon, Sawtfge, Broccoli, Spinach, Onioni, Horn, Cfuclten,
Hamburg**, Mushroom, Tomato, Ricoita, Eggplant, Hot Peppers,
BBQ Chicken (Chkkan & Shrimp additional chcrgt)

Commercial Accounts Welcomel •»«*<>

(860)278-4334

Saved w/ ktra^lwiuHa^tttaiMpttfluijoSpre^hntAttM

We guarantee.
niwWIhuw.
our food!

SnW

mtoftH-mf"

FisK

Genoa Salami
Pejjperani

...

.;',,.„,

Tuna
Hamfcurgtrr......
Chtestbttrgef ....
Ham&Chwe . .
AUVessl*
Italian
Roast Beef
Turktr*
TWJeay & Bacon

21* lfamtlhm/WM*.
lit. tfavmv/lttpmg/tlM:
2 Li. H"a»tmr/iin&ti/j1lMm

3 medium (14")
t Topping Pizzas

•.

Risnaml
Suak& Chase ..
Chicken Cutlet...

Urge (18")
One Topping Pizza
Free 2 liter soda

"Meatball

......

*$au$a& ,
* Eggfjlant
*Chidceti Pami&ia ru
'Veal Rrtrmigiatw

.....;

12"
Hal/
Whole
$5.75,. . . . .$7.50
35.50.. ....$7.00
$5.00., ...,$5.75
$5.00., . . . .$6,75
$5.00.. . . . ,$6.50
$5.25.. . . . .$6.50
$5.50.. .,.,$7.00
$5.00.. . . . .$7.00
$5.00.. . . . ,$6.25
$5.75.. . . . ,$?,50
$5.75.. . . . .$7.00
$5.50.. . . . ,$7.00
,$6.25.. . . . . $ 7 5 0
. . . , . $ 5 . 7 5 . . . . . .$7.00
. . . $ 5 . 7 5 . . ....$7.00
$5.75., . . . .$7.50
$5.50.. ....$7.00
$5.50 . . . . . .$7.00
$5.00.. . . . .$6.00
$5.75.. . . . . $ 7 5 0
$5.75,. . . . .$7.50

Mei Large
$13,99 $16.99

$25.99

$10.99 $14.99 $17.99

$26.99

$8.99

$23.99

Sm,

iiiimiii
large (W) Cheese Pimi
10 pc Buffalo Wings
five 2 liter soda

" " "

BIT,

• Meat Choice

$9.99

Bu{, SaX'OJ*. PeppFTuni, Ham & Bacon

Small(12")
1 topping Pizza
2 cans of soda

« BBQ Chicken

Sheer

BRQ Saw. BBQ CJifcfcm & Onimii

• Bacon Double Cheeseburger

$12.99 $15,99

lijieon, Beef & Btw chtai

» Sf>eciti! Choice

$10.99

$14.99 $17.99 $25.99

ftjjfxtunf, SouHtie. Onion, Gr«n ftpptti, Mialimtm&B

• Veggie Choice

$9.99

$13.99 $16.99

$26.99

$9.99

$13.99 $16.99

$25.99

Vxtih TonwfMf, Black OUi.-rt, Otitan, Or«n IVp

• White Veggie Choice

V-Kfh Toirwiuwa, Ollw Oil, Garlic, Ritotta, MoiyireUn, & SjJlndch

ft Chicken Choice

Hfl^CfcJdcen

$7.99

$5.99
$9.99
$J3.99

Try Our Juicy Wlngn...
They are BIGGER and BETTER
BBQ'MlU'Hot'Suidde
Honey Dyon1 Hooey BBQ
Hooey Mustard * Spicy CsJun
10 fc.
$5.99
Mfc.
$10.99

JI7.99

30pc

$15.99

40ft

$19.99

Stnxd utth & M Ftto and Garlic Bread

5
lOpc
life

fit

20|K.

l)iittwrCluiie:e!>";S<&,
Spaghetti or Zlii
,,
until Meatball, Sausage or Shrimp
Ravioli, Meat or Cheeu
Mflnicotri
Lasagnfl • •.'
Chicken Parmesan with Spaghetti or 2iri
' Veal Parmesan with Spaghetti or Zio'
Eggplant Pamesan with Spaghetti or 2tti

$6",oo
.$7.50
.$6.50
.$6.50
, .$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$6.50

,

Fish S Chip),
Fried Cknu
Fried Shrimp . . . . . .
Fried Scallop*
Seafood Plairet . . . .

. -$7.50
. .$7.50
..$7.50
..$7.50
..$10,50

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Bacon Cheeseburger
Bacon Double Cneeiebutxer
Grilled CheeK

French Fries
, , , ,$2,00
Onion Ring:
$2.75
MoKOrello Stick
$3,99
Chicken Fingers
$5.99
Curb F ™
$2.75
Potato Slcin
,
$4,99
Bopperewwfrjw.**)..... .$3.99
Gjro
$5,00
Trried Dough
. . . .$3.50
Cheesy Bread
$4.50
Garlic Bread Sm. J1.35 • I
Garlic Bread Sm. 5I.W - Lg. $2.99
tvith Cheese

. .$2.50
$3.75 £
..$2.75 ....:$4.00 ?,
..$3.00
$4.25 1
..$4.50
$5.75 I
.,$2.50
$3.50 z
&

Fried Chickn$4,99

$6.99

E

CMai Chititm $4.99

$6.99

-

GayG^aifei $4.99
H»)Qt(,CWin $4.99
Che/
$4.99

$6.99 %
$6.99 "
$6.99 B
$6.99 ~

Orak .....S4.99

$6.99

S

Antipasto ,. ,$4.99

$6.99

§

Tossed

$4.99

WahfwuC^MflniCnwiOli™

Tuna

$10.99 $14.99 $17.99 $26.99

$2.99

.

$4.99 $6.99
All salads sewed
urith garlic bread

Sautad, Utfolj Spiced Ckuiun with Vmh Tomtoei, Sptea, & Extra

Large Tossed Salad
8 pc Buftbto Wings
Small Carlk Bread

$9,

W+ito

8" Grinder
$6.99""
12" Grinder

Sheet (26") Pizza
with 1 topping te
2literscdtt

1!

» Hawaiian Vi%za
Hum, rdvJpp!^ 8 Extra Chase

• Super Choice Combo

$10,99 $13.99 $16.99 $25.99
$11.99 $15.99 $18.99

$27.99

(860) 278-4334

Green I'tppWt Onion, Ham, B«/> Qtack Oltvt, ftftvnrni, Ifiuiajtf, ilui-an ft Wnlltroom

• Ranch Chicken Choia:

J)0.9!)

$17.99

$26.99

$10.99 $14.99 $17.99

$26.99

Qritltd itatened chicken, Oarik nmi hah Ihmawes with RuncJv Sawt

» Buffalo Chicken Choice
S|)ic? hat chkkm niul H.Kuttn Chmt

Carrot Code

$2,99
$2.99

5
5
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"Unplugged" Spotlights
Hip Hop, Spoken Word
By SARAH GARDINER '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This past Thursday, Temple of
Hip Hop concluded their semester-long tour of campus with the
"Trinity Unplugged" concert,
which took place at the
Underground. Other venues utilized this semester have been The
Fred, Gallows Hill Lounge, and
Cleo. Unlike other performances
this semester, the "Trinity
Unplugged" show was focused primarily on Trinity student talent.
A wide variety of student talent was showcased on Thursday
night. The Accidentals, Trinity's
only all-male a capella group,
kicked off the performances. As
has come to be expected, their act
was high-energy and engaging, setting the stage for the following
student performers.
Jasmin Agosoto '10 was second to the stage with a spoken
word piece. A native of the
Hartford area, her piece centered
on issues concerning the public
education system in the North
End of Hartford. The area is poor
in resources and plagued with educators who have become burnt
out in the face of a system inadequately equipped to resolve the
word pieces throughout her
involvement with Temple of Hip
Hop, and her efforts beautifully
illustrate that poetry is not a dead
art form. Like other elements of
hip hop, it too has the power to
engage and excite audiences.
Zaydee Santiago '09 and
Malcolm Brown '10 performed a
collaborative piece. Santiago is the
founder of the Trinity chapter of
Temple of Hip Hop and has been
performing on the Trinity stage

since his freshman year. Brown is a
bit newer to the Trinity stage than
Santiago. However, their talents
complemented each other and
both were successful performers in
their own right. Their perforrriance got the crowd moving for the
first time in the night.
The theme of collaboration
continued through the set performed by Bobby McGrath '08
and Will Raymond '10. McGrath
gave arguably the best performance of the night. His wide vocal
range perfectly suited the blues
style he adopted. Raymond's vocal
and guitar abilities were a good fit
with McGrath's abilities.
However, it was ultimately hip
hop that the packed house had
come to see. McGrath, Raymond,
Santiago, and Haben Abraham
'10, next performed a- series of
songs. The blend of McGrath and
Raymond's blues, Santiago's characteristic hard-hitting lyrics, and
Abraham's sultry vocals blended
to produce a unique sound.
Abraham was one of the best surprises of the night, giving one of
the better performances of her
Trinity career. She is definitely an
artist to watch as she continues
her career at Trinity. The success
of Thursday's collaboration lends
Temple of Hip Hop returns second semester.
Beats for the night were provided by Kemistree, a Hartfordbased group which has previously
appeared at Trinity performances.
It is hard to listen to their tracks
without feeling the need to dance.
Proof that good things come out
of Hartford, Kemistree is being
acknowledged on a more mainsee TEMPLE on page 17

tmdb.com
Josh Brolin stars alongside Tommy Lee Jones in what is being called one of the most memorable films of the year.

No County Proves Masterpiece Thriller
By ISAAC ORANSKY '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

No Country for Old Men, the
latest film from Joel and Ethan
Coen, is adapted from a novel of
the same title by Cormac
McCarthy; in turn, the book
found its title in a Yeats poem.
In that poem, Yeats speaks of a
land oriented towards "the
young/ in one another's arms,
birds in the trees/... at their
song." Yet with all the energy
and life Yeats' pictured, no such
passion — or, as he put it, the
"sensual music" of an immortal
world — exists in the film.
•lh-<fe&af while this may be "no
country for old men," as it exists
in the film, it is as well no place
for young men: There is no
music, no mirth; the landscape is
bare, resembling more the
Serengeti than anything else. The
cinematographer, Roger Deakins
— who also created similar
visions and settings in the recent
Jesse James' incarnation and-who
has worked extensively with the
Coen brothers in the past —
composed colors of leather and

faded jean, fields draped in
burlap, with little to no shadow.
Certainly, the characters had
nowhere to hide, always out in
the open. This turns out to be
the fate of our hero, Llewelyn
Moss 0osh Brolin), whose entire
existence seemingly plays out in
the open, no privacy allowed.
Indeed, as Moss scans Deakins'
Texas landscape with his binoculars, he fixes on a scene of carnage, a drug deal gone bad:
Bullet-ridden trucks lie scattered,
mingling with the numerous
human bodies having met the
same fate. Of course, this would
not be a Coen brothers film without an odd, undersized reaction
to such a display. Llewelyn's reaction to this violent scene is quickly at odds with what we might
expect: shock and surprise,
maybe a phone call to the authorities. • Rather, Moss, without hesitation but with a calculating
intensity, approaches the scene
and explores the bloodshed.
Ignoring a dying man's request of
water, he finds a black satchel and
walks away with two million dollars.

The Coen brothers have
always been less interested in plot
— which could easily constrain
their ever-expanding and strange
genius — than with the primal
forces that cajole their characters
into action. In each of their
films, they investigate a different
track of life, humanity, or social
status and what energies and
desires contribute to their movement. No Country for Old Men
is no different, as we are witness
to the continual discovery of
each character's soul. Following
Moss' financial revelation and his
identification by the drug dealers
as the .keeper of their money,
Anton Chigurh (Javier Bardem) is
asked to recoup the cash, no
questions asked. Anton is a certified psychopath: courteous, a
gregarious smile, almost clownlike, he possesses no humor and
will kill you just for "inconveniencing him." A devil-may-care
attitude, he takes pride in his
dress and walks unhurriedly, so
that his violence and horror —
which are as certain as the sun's
see COEN on page 16

Two Albums Guaranteed to Free From Usual Holiday Music Rut
ByJULIAPITASSY'O8 • CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's that time of year again — radio stations
and iPods alike are streaming Christmas music
and Adam Sandler's "Chanukah Song" all day,
every day for the next few weeks while we all
scramble to finish out the
semester without rotting away
in the library. Each year the
songs are mostly the same, with
some new pop artist recording
oratory hell to commemorate
our season of spending and
indulging. We have all heard
the old standards by Bing
Crosby,
"All I Want for
Christmas is You" by Mariah
Carey, remakes of Christmas
classics by the pop stars of our
teen years like Christina
Aguilera and 'N SYNC, and the
entire Charlie Brown Christmas album multiple
times. While I love those songs because of the
memories they evoke and the positive spirit they
represent, I get tired of hearing the same simple
songs each year, especially those that grate my
nerves. This year, why don't we all try some new
Christmas music to shake up our holiday stan-

dards?
I've found two lesser-known holiday
albums to add to your repertoire that are a little
different from what you usually hear on the radio.
Sufjan Stevens — Songs foi
Christmas: Stevens' goal to
write an album representing
each state in our country has
been well publicized, but last
year he took time off from this
ambitious project to put
together a collection oi
Christmas songs. I say collection because it encompasses 42
songs over five discs and
includes both remakes of holiday classics and original tunes,
The songs sound distinctly like
Stevens yet with the added jingle of sleigh bells. His take on "1 Saw Three
Ships" and "Once In Royal David's City", are my
personal favorites of all the classic songs. Both
are a little slower than the originals, but "I Saw
Three Ships" played on a banjo and an oboe is a
great interpretation of the classic operatic production.
,
. ....

asthmatickitty.com
Sufjan Stevens' massive Christmas album encompasses 42 songs on five discs.

see UNLIKELY on page 16
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Affleck's Directorial Debut Must-See Coen Brothers' Latest
Marks Return to Success
ByTIARENAKATAW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In Gone Baby Gone, Ben
Affleck makes his directing
debut, adapting the Dennis
Lehane mystery novel of the
same name and casting his
younger brother Casey Affleck
in the leading role.
Patrick
Kenzie
(Casey
Affleck) is a private detective
who specializes in finding smalltime petty thieves who slip
through the cracks, avoiding
imdb.com
their debts and the law in crimeridden Dorchester. This tough Casey Affleck pkys a detective in Ben Affleck's directorial debut, Gone Baby Gone.
Boston neighborhood is a foulPatrick gets some information
mouthed, tight knit community young face and soon gets in over
that is turned upside-down when his head asking questions of the out of a high school friend in a
a four-year-old girl named people in the neighborhood bar about the case. He discovers
Amanda McCready goes miss- who won't talk to the cops. the girl's mother lied to the
ing. Amanda is taken from her Patrick and Angela reluctantly police and had, in fact, left
home while her mother, Helene accept the case under the Amanda by herself for hours as
(Amy Ryan) is next door. Her impression that two more peo- she did lines of cocaine in a bar
mother leaves their tiny apart- ple looking for a lost girl could bathroom with her boyfriend.
ment for a few minutes, and do no harm. Patrick risks everyWith this new information,
comes back to find Amanda thing to find her and learns an Patrick meets the other police
missing.
all-important lesson in the- officers assigned to the girl's case,
process — every- Detective Remy Bressant (Ed
Later
that
thing
changes Harris) and his partner Nick
night,
when
Patrick will risk everywhen there's a lit- Poole (John Ashton), to track
Amanda
still
thing to find her and
tle girl's life in down a pedophile.
hasn't
been
learns the all-important your hands.
With this new angle, the
found, she calls
the
police.
Director
of detectives interview the mother,
lesson — everything
p h o t o g r a p h y Helene, again and learn through
Soon after, the
changes when there's a
John Toll cap- a routine of good cop/bad cop
news
crews
little girl's life in your
tures an iconic that she was a drug mule for a
show up and
picture.
of violent Haitian drug dealer,
camp on her
hands.
pimp, and pornographer named
Dorchester
as
the
lawn, waiting to
camera
pans Cheese.
film her mesHelene had ripped Cheese off
sage to the kidnappers. The across long white stoops with
family promises they •will not girls in tight clothes assuming by $130,000 when her last drug
press charges as long as Amanda relaxed suggestive postures. run was busted by the cops. She
Reporters continue to park their told Cheese the cops had taken
is returned to them.
After three days the police vans in the street to cover the the money, but instead hid it.
have few leads. The girl's aunt, story of the missing girl. One Patrick goes down to the pool hall
Beatrice McCready, begs 31-year- man reports in front of a camera to confront Cheese and offer to
old missing persons' detective crew wearing just the top por- exchange the stolen money for
Patrick and his live-in girlfriend tion of a three piece suit and Amanda. Cheese denies kidnapAngela (Michelle Monaghan) to standing on a soda box in navy ping the missing girl. He simply
Bermuda shorts. With constant stares into Patrick's eyes and says,
open an investigation.
Affleck plays a convincing news coverage of the tragedy it "That girl, she's gone, baby, gone."
young detective that admits to becomes more apparent that the In this edge of your seat thriller,
having little experience with neighborhood is no place for an everyone wants the truth ... until
they Find it.
finding children.
He has a innocent girl.

ent. They do not fall prey to the
temptations of speed, moving
rebirth each day — may impose slowly and deliberately, pulling
as fully as promised. Anton, of the viewer in. Indeed, while the
course, does not fit in this world film is quite secure in itself, we
or desert setting: his noble head are not so lucky. The spectator
is framed by a conservative, to such a violent country is
almost spiritual hairstyle; he is an immersed, engaged to no end
aberration in the heat of Texas, a with this biblical suspense, and
harbinger of death who has fun while you may catch yourself at
by deciding your fate with the numerous moments — eyes
glazed — and
flip of a coin.
pull
back, you
What drives him?
The spectator to such a
will soon find
In truth, it is
violent country is
yourself wanting
impossible to tell
immersed, engaged to
more. Yes, the
as he charts no
Coen's manipumoral compass.
no end with this biblilation and intelliThen there is
cal suspense, and while
gent design is
Sheriff
Bell
you may catch yourself easily accessible
(Tommy
Lee
to the eye: dust
Jones), a life-long
at numerous moments
tracks in the air
lawman in the tra— eyes glazed — and
conditioning
dition of those
pull back, you will
vent; a sweating
who
protected
bottle of milk;
wooden
towns
soon End yourself
pools of expandfrom the grips of
wanting more.
ing blood and
heartless
cowscuff marks on
boys. Indeed, he
is more interested in finding the floor of a police station; lock
Moss and warning him than he cores bolting from their snug
is in finding the evil hunting homes leaving marks on the
him. A face weathered from the wall. It is wonderful to see two
dry, sweeping heat and a long of the greatest American filmlife, his eyes have seen every cor- makers back at their best, a
ner of this land: this could eas- return to the darker days of
ily be 50 years earlier, or more; Miller's Crossing, Barton Fink,
we almost expect Bell's ear to and Fargo, especially after the
the dust, the dirt, the land, failure of their last two pictures
tracking for an elusive opposite. — Intolerable Cruelty and The
He is aware that his time is up Ladykillers. They present Texas
and he thus moves with the as a limitless state — why did
same unhurried fashion as Moss not just take his money
Anton. We often find Anton and his wife and hop on a
and Bell walking towards the plane? — making claims similar
camera, head on. They are made to those Yeats did in his poem.
of stone, walking among the Indeed, the Coen brothers see
environment while Moss, whom their world as a place where
the camera tends to follow, is good and evil are forever chasmoving deeper into the Texas ing each other's tail. Yeats was
singing to the natural world, a
state-of-mind.
No Country is as tight and place where life and death are
secure as the Coens' can make it, constantly circling, just the
which speaks volumes to their tal- same as Moss and Bell felt.
continued from page 15

Unlikely Artists Mix It Up for Holidays
Christmas: This has been my
favorite Christmas album for
Stevens' original songs are years and is a great choice if you
exactly what you would expect like jazz ' or just want to - add
from him and the opposite of some life to your holiday soiree.
what you are used to hearing in This album has tracks by some
holiday pop songs. Songs like of the most famous jazz singers,
such as Ella
"Get Behind Me
This year, why don't
Fitzgerald
and
Santa" and "It's
Billie
Holiday,
as
Christmas, Let's
we all try some new
well as some lessBe Glad" would
Christmas music to
er-known artists
have been on
shake
up our holiday
like
Sister
"The O.C." if
only they hadn't
Rosetta Tharpe.
standards? I've found
killed
off
two lesser-known holi- "Jingle Bells" by
Jimmy Smith is a
Marissa
and
day albums to add to
funky instrumenruined the show.
tal interpretation
I
particularly
your repertoire that
of the holiday
enjoy
"Come
are a little different
staple with a
On!
Let's
great beat, while
Boogey to the
Elf Dance," mostly for its title "Santa . Claus is Coming to
but also because it is so reminis- Town" by Bill Evans shows the
cent of my favorite Stevens artist's piano skills and flair for
songs ori his other albums that syncopated jazz rhythms. "Have
a
Merry
Little
have nothing to do with the hol- Yourself
Christmas",
by
Ella
Fitzgerald
is
iday season. Overall, the album
my
favorite
Christmas
song
—
is a lot of fun to listen to and is
a must-have for any fan of her musical intuition and,voice
are amazing, and she flawlessly
Stevens.
Have Yourself a Jazzy Little puts her own: mark on a song we
continued from page 15

all know. If you are looking for
something that vastly strays
from the classic holiday tune,
however, look no further than
"Christmas Medley" by the
Swingle Sisters. The song relies
on percussion and the voices of
the band, although no whole
words are ever uttered in over
three minutes of sound. I know
I said I'm not a fan of the same
songs each year, but these
remakes of the classics are unlike
most Christmas songs you have
ever heard.
I hope these recommendations help you diversify your
holiday playlist. Don't get me
wrong, I love Bing Crosby's
"Mele Kilikimaka" as much as
the next person and sing along
to "Dominic the Donkey" whenever it comes up on my iTunes
no matter what time of year it is.
Sometimes though, a little
change is good.
Your next
favorite holiday song could be
on one of these albums, so take
a break from your cram sessions
over \the next few weeks and
check these out .:•..'

•

,:;- .

• . . .
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imdb.com

Javier Bardem steals the'show as the villain Anton in No Country for Old Men.
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Concert Choir, Chapel Singers to Temple Brings Old, New
Perform Annual Lessons and Carols Talent to Trin Audience
continued from page 1

amount of organizing. This is is in hearing the students sing
my 31st consecutive year in not only with very considerable
goups within the college com- coordinating the music for artistic skill, but with a spirit
munity and the Chapel Singers these festive services. It is always which seems to respond to the
and the Concert Choir lead the an exciting highlight of the Fall beauty of the Chapel and the
musical sections of the service. semester."
season on such a festive occaThis year the
Of all his sion."
Concert Choir
years putting on
The service has been known
The service has been
will be conductthe Lessons and to have highlights, such as in
ed by Floyd
Carols ceremony, 2005 when President Jones
known to have highHiggins '85.
Rose
cited the accompanied Brewer in "O
lights, such as in 2005
John Rose,
2005 service as Holy Night." Former Chaplain
when President Jones
who
coordione
of
his Dan Heischman said at the
nates the musiaccompanied Brewer in f a v o r i t e s . time, "The Service of Lessons
cal selections
"...Having
the and Carols for Christmas, a
"O Holy Night."
along with the
privilege
of longstanding tradition at Trinity
Chaplain, said
a c c o m p a n y i n g College, serves many purposes.
of the preparation, "Rehearsals and
conducting
famed It gives students — those who
for some of the choral selec- American opera star, Christine are a part of the service and
tions begin early in the Fall Brewer (who received an those who attend — an opportusemester. Selecting and rehears- Honorary
Doctorate
from nity to pause and celebrate the
ing music for instruments in Trinity last May) was an obvious spirit and message of Christmas
addition to our distinguished highlight." Yet, Rose emphasizes before launching into exams
pipe organ requires a substantial that "Every year my greatest joy and heading for home."

continued from page 15
stream level as some of their
beats will appear on Dr. Ore's
new album Detox. Kemistree's
beats provided a solid base for
the freestyle cipher which closed
out the night. Self Suffice, a
Hartford emcee and Trinity
alum, joined Santiago for the
final performance.
After the crowd had thinned
out and the Underground
closed up for the night, Suffice
reminisced with current Temple
of Hip Hop members about the
hip hop scene during his time at
Trinity. The efforts put in by
him and Temple members past
and present have established hip
hop as a recognizable force on
Trinity's campus. It is fitting
that the last show of the semester should have occurred at the

Underground, where some of
Trinity's first hip hop shows
occurred. Santiago commented,
"Temple of Hip Hop has truly
been indoctrinated and accepted
into Trinity culture." This was
well-illustrated by the diversity
present in the crowd on
Thursday's
show.
Santiago
added, "(This) is representative
of where hip hop is now.35
However, like mainstream hip
hop, he expressed concern that
Trinity's Temple, a close-knit
group, will lose their sense of
self. Santiago hopes that second
semester can serve as time for
Temple to get back to their
roots, re-creating more of the
high-energy shows which characterized the group last year.
When classes reconvene in
January, Temple of Hip Hop
will be the group to watch.

Broad Street Gallery Hosts Neighborhood Arts Celebration
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Double Coverage: Greg andShah Break it Down W. Hockey
Makes Team
History
By GREG AMARRA '10 AND
SHAHMOMIN'10
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

As avid readers of the Tripod,
we found it necessary that the
sports section include a weekly column outside the realm of Trinity
sports. The two of us have discussed sports in a variety of settings: watching live games, discussing power rankings over dinner, and even scribbling key matchups in class. Our only aim: to provide readers with insight on dominating topics in the world of
sports. Just as the ESPN commercial states, "never let 'em question
your fanhood." We do not intend
to have ours questioned.
A Tale of Two Cities
In light of the Boston Celtics1 45point romp over the New York
Knicks, we wondered how two
teams who combined for only 57
wins last season could be headed in
completely opposite directions one
season later.
Greg: It seems to me that the
Knicks have numerous problems
to address before even thinking
about becoming a title contender,
let alone a playoff team. Players
such as Stephon
"Starbury"
Marbury have so much talent but
cannot put their selfishness aside.
This problem stems from the front
office and more specifically, Isaiah
Thomas, whose off-season sexual
harassment allegations have distracted the team from its main
goals. His days are numbered.
Shah: I think we can all agree that
the Knicks are not going anywhere
and the most obvious reason for
that has been because of Isaiah
Thomas. He always seems to make
himself look worse by making one'

bad transaction after another such
as those involving Eddy Curry,
Steve Francis, Jerome James, etc.
Unless the Knicks are planning on
trading for expiring contracts in
order to have a historic off-season,
the glass is always going to be halfempty in New York.
Greg: Even though Thomas should
be fired, it was embarrassing to
watch the Knicks players give up in
the middle of the game. They came
out with zero energy and were no
match for the lively Celtics. The
rest of the team feeds off its leader
and Marbury is killing the Knicks.
After learning that he was going to
be benched, Marbury left his team.
To quote Remember the Titans, "if
attitude reflects leadership," then
the Knicks will be stuck in neutral.
Shah: If you are looking at leaders,
one thing the Knicks are missing is
a sparkplug—that veteran presence
which every team needs and which
the Celtics now have. Not to say
that Paul Pierce is not a leader, but
his level of intensity is nowhere
near that of former MVP Kevin
Garnett. The presence of two additional all-stars in Garnett and Allen
has helped the Celtics become the
Beast in the East... for now.
Greg: Amen. Well said. I predict
the Celtics going as far as the
Eastern Conference Finals, if not
the NBA Finals.

Shah: They're good, but don't get
ahead of yourself. What makes you
think they're going to be able to
play like this the entire season?
Look what happened to the Magic
last year. Orlando started their season 12-4 in the month of^
November and finished 40-42,
barely making the playoffs.
Greg: Orlando's best three players
last year were Dwight Howard,
Jameer
Nelson,
and
Hedo
Turkoglu (sorry Grant Hill). Their

experience, drive, and overall talent
hardly compares to that of Pierce,
Garnett, and Allen. Unless one of
the Big Three gets injured, look for
the Celtics to continue their dominance in the East.
Shah: One of your biggest arguments may end up working against
you, as experience may end up
working against the Celtics. As of
right now, the "Big Three" is averaging over 38 minutes a game
.whereas the trios of the Suns
(Nash, Stoudemire, Marion) and
Spurs (Duncan, Parker, Ginobili)
are each averaging only 33 minutes
a game. Five minutes may not
seem like a lot right now, but for
guys who have as much mileage as
the Celts trio does, I feel as though
it will wind up hurting them in the
end. I'm sorry, but the Western
Conference is not ready or willing
to give the title back.
Greg: Ouch.

Pick Six
USC Trojans at Memphis Tigers
(Tuesday, Dec. 4)
This Men's NCAA Basketball
game pits two of the best "diaper
dandies" against each other, with
USC's OJ Mayo going up against
Memphis' Derrick Rose. Will
Mayo and Co. be able to stay with
Memphis' talented backcourt duo?

Dallas Mavericks at San Antonio
Spurs (Wednesday, D e c 5)
The two prides of Texas meet in a
good ole-fashioned shootout in
San Antonio. In a preview of what
coiild be the Western Conference
Finals, the Tim Duncan-less Spurs
will need more production from its
bench to beat the Mavs and the
league's reigning MVP, DirkNowitzki.

Pittsburgh Steelers at New England
Patriots (Sunday, Dec 9)
This match-up of AFC title contenders is in the favor of New
England, with the Patriots going 41 against the Steelers in the Tom
Brady Era. With the league's most
prolific offense against the best
scoring defense, will Brady and the
Pats continue their dominance
over the Steelers?

Miami Dolphins at Buffalo Bills
(Sunday, Dec 9)
Can Miami finally earn their first
win of the season? Closing out the
year with Baltimore, New England,
and Cincinnati makes this game a
must-win for the Dolphins to
avoid making history by being the
only team to go 0-16.
San Diego Chargers at Tennessee
Titans (Sunday, D e c 9)
These two teams have identical
records (7-5) heading into this
weekend's match-up. Look for the
league's sixth best rush defense to
have their hands full against last
year's MVP, LaDainian Tomlinson,
who is coming off of a 177-yard
rushing
performance
against
Kansas City.
New Jersey Devils at New York
Rangers (Sunday, D e c 9)
Can the Rangers, behind one of
the NHL's best goalies (Henrik
Lundqvist) prove why they are currently the second best team in the
Eastern Conference? The Devils,
who are currently riding a sevengame win streak, look to avenge a
loss earlier in the season to the
Rangers.
Any suggestions or future topics
can
be
sent
to
either
GregLorenz.Amarra@trincoll.edu
or Shahtahir.Momin@trincoll.edu.

Card Picks Up DoubleDouble as Bants Roll On
By HANNAH CHARRY '08

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

E.G. Caner
The Men's Basketball team will not see NESCAC competition until after vacation.

Martin, Taylor Lead Trin
Offense as Bantams Win
contih ued from page '20
Freshman guard Brian Ford,
senior point guard Pat Hasiuk, and
junior guard Paul Rowe each finished with 10 points on the day.
Martin spoke to the difficult
role Hasiuk has had to play trying
to fill the shoes of starting point
guard Pat Martin '07 and how well
he has stepped up.
"Pat Hasiuk has played fantastically this year. He is a senior playing with" a lot of experience and
energy, shooting the ball exceptionally well, and just making great
decisions to help out the team," h e
said.

The team has played extremely
well thus far, but they have still yet
to face the stiffer competition their
NESCAC rivals will bring.
"The NESCAC is, in many
people's opinion, the best conference in Division 3 basketball. I
think our team will be more than
ready come time to begin conference play [...] We are a very well
balanced team with five seniors
that take a lot of pride in wearing
the Trinity name, and I would say
this is why we're succeeding," said
Martin.
Next up for the Bantams will
be a game Dec. 4 at home at 7:30
p.m. against Springfield College.

This past weekend, the
Women's Basketball team handed the United States Coast
Guard Academy their first loss
of the season while they earned
their fourth win in a row.
Action at home started
Tuesday, Nov. 27 with a 5:30
p.m. tip-off facing Smith. The
60-35 win brought the' Pioneers
down to a 1-3 overall record.
Trinity controlled the game
early on, building from an initial
10-4 lead to 32-19 by the halftime buzzer,
"I couldn't be happier with
the way our team has performed," said Kat Conlon. "All
four wins were huge for us and
we really pulled them all out
together as a team. We're young
but everyone is playing with
such confidence. Everyone is
contributing in some way — all
the way through our bench."
Sophomore guard Claire
Arnstein picked up 14 points,
five rebounds, five assists, six
steals, and a block. Classmate
forwards Christine Card and
Kristen Liska combined for a

total of 16 points, 12 rebounds,
six assists, two steals and two
blocks. Solid defense contributed with 16 steals and 28
forced turnovers for the team.
The team faced a harder test
with Worcester State, entering
the second half up only 58-54,
but prevailed. They used a 10-0
run in the first minutes of the
second half to finish 72-57. The
game's leading scorer was Card,
with 13 .points and five
rebounds.
Icing on the cake came on
Dec. 1 with a win against Coast
Guard by a score of 56-42. The
women trailed Coast Guard by
eight but turned the game
around by the second half.
Freshman
center
Molly
McGlynn contributed with 12
rebounds and Card earned a
double-double, 13 points, 10
rebounds.
Conlon said, "Beating Coast
Guard was especially exciting
since we lost to them last year
and they didn't graduate anyone. We have an impressive
team this year—I would love to
win out the rest of our games
before going into the holiday
break."

By HANNAH CHARRY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity Women's Ice
Hockey team traveled to Clinton,
NY on Nov. 30 to take on the
Hamilton College Continentals in
a NESCAC showdown. The
Bantams defeated the Continentals
by a score of 5-2 in the first game,
and by 4-2 in the second game.
Trinity improves to 5-1-1 overall, and 4-1-1 in NESCAC play,
while Hamilton falls to 1-5-0 overall, and 1-4-0 in the NESCAC.
On Friday, the Continentals
scored first, with two goals in the
first period. Trinity answered in the
second period during a power play,
when freshman forward Jill Roloff
scored with the help of classmate
defenseman Laura Komarek and
senior forward Emmy Handy. At
the end of the second period, the
Bantams trailed the Continentals 21. Twenty-nine seconds into the
third period, sophomore forward
Britney McKenna scored during a
6-4 power play advantage to tie the
game at two. At 14:57, junior forward Michelle Chee netted the
game-winner during another power
play, and senior forward Megan
Fallon scored on an assist by junior
forward Kelley McCarthy to give
the Bantams a definitive 5-2 victoryOn Saturday, the Continentals
again scored first 1:12 into the first
period. A few minutes later, the
Continentals scored again to take a
2-0 lead. A few minutes later,
Hamilton player Jodi Raymond
received a roughing penalty, giving
the Bantams a 6-5 advantage on the
ice. At 17:01, Chee scored oh a
power-play goal and was assisted by
McCarthy and McKenna.
McKenna was excited about
the results of the game. "Our two
wins against Hamilton were very
important," she said. "We came out
of the weekend with four points,
helping us keep up with Amherstand Middlebury and left us with
good morale going into winter
break."
Bantam goalkeeper Isabel
Iwachiw had 16 saves for the
Bantams. Trinity had a 27-23 advantage on shots, and went 1-6 on the
power play. Even with the Bantam
victory, Hamilton still holds the alltime advantage: the Continentals
are now 15-3 against the Bantams.
Head Coach Andrew McPhee
was very excited about this weekend's performance. "Both wins
against Hamilton were special
because it was the first time in our
team's history that we won at
Hamilton," said McPhee. "It is a
difficult road trip and to come
home with four points is great. I
am especially happy for our seniors."
McKenna is looking forward to
the rest of the season. "We work
hard every day and we have already
had so much success in our first
seven games this year, and I know
we will continue to have the same
success for the remainder of the
season," she said.
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Polonich, Guruge Lead Bantam M. IceHockey Splits Weekend
Squash to Three Weekend Wins I With Blowouts: Loss, Then Win
continued Bom page 20
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After an intermission, the player introductions for the Vassar match commenced
at top spot, and she won her match 9-1, 9-1, at around 6 p.m. Bartlett decided to alter her
9-0. Sophomore Emily Paton, freshman lineup for the evening session, and sat her
Emery Holton, senior Julia Rosenthal, and top three players. The rest of the team
Schroll won their matches at the fifth, sixth, moved up three positions, and freshmen
eight, and ninth positions, respectively, with- Monete Johnson and Sky Livingston and
out losing a point.
junior Chauncey Kerr moved into the varsiThey returned to the Kellner Squash ty nine. Jee, playing at number one, disCenter on Saturday to compete in a double- . patched of her opponent in straight sets, and
header
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at love.
Williams
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a n d
match
Vassar.
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Though
Williams,
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bit more
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against Sophomore Tehani Guruge went undefeated on the weekend, as did the team. t h e i r
record to
b o t h
3-0.
schools. They dropped their only set at the
They will travel on Tuesday, Dec. 4 up to
number one position when Polonich
dropped the second set at love to even the Amherst, Mass, for a match against the Lord
match at a set apiece. Yet she fought Jeffs at 6 p.m. in the culmination their fall
through two hard final sets to win 9-5, 0-9, semester portion of the season. They will
9-6, 9-7. Junior Kim Palterman, who played return to action following a short holiday
at the seventh spot, and1 Rosenthal, who vacation. On Jan. 11, they will travel down
filled the eighth spot, won their matches in to Princeton, N.J. : for the three-day
the most convincing- fashion, as both Constable and Princeton Invitational. The
dropped only three points en roiite to victo- team will next appear at'home on Thursday,
Jan. 17 against Brown.
ry-

mv

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
TRIPOD STAFF
The Trinity College Men's Ice Hockey
team took its 2-1-1 record into this past
weekend and emerged 3-2-1 after two highscoring blowouts.
Friday's game against the Babson
College Beavers, the ninth-ranked team in
the nation, did not go the Bantams' way.
The Beavers scored the game's first two
goals in quick succession at the end of first
period, and the third early in the second.
Trinity's only goal came eight minutes
into the second period on a power play
when sophomore forward John Carter converted an assist from junior defenseman
Chris Diozzi and classmate forward Naoto
Hamashima to ruin Babson's chance for a
shutout.
Babson tacked on another goal in the
second stanza and three more in the third to
end the game with a score of 7-1, despite
freshman goalie Wes Vesprini's 33 stops in
the game. The Bantams allowed 13 penalties
for a total of 26 minutes and four goals on
power plays.
In stark contrast was the strong defense
of Saturday, which did not allow a single
goal despite the UMass-Boston Beacons'
five power plays on the day. The Bantams'
offensive star was Hamashima, who recorded a natural hat trick with one goal in the
second period and two in the third.
Saturday's game was dominated by a few

prolific scorers, as three Bantams scored at
least twice and the only one who did not
was Carter, who had netted one the previous
day. Trinity opened with a goal by freshman
forward Justin Letizia, on an assist by senior
co-captain forward Daniel Maturi, just 8:33
into the game. He scored again on a power
play five minutes later, this time with help
from sophomore forward Ryan Crasper and
junior
defenseman
Chris
Powers.
Hamashima scored the only goal of the second period, unassisted.
The third frame was all Trinity as sophomore defenseman Richard Hollstein scored
his first of two goals on an assist by junior
forward Josh Rich and senior forward Matt
Crum 4:20 into the period. Hamashima
scored goal number two soon afterward
with help from junior co-captain forward
Ryan Masucci and junior forward Tom
Price".
The Bantams scored three more times in
the next three minutes when Letizia and
Powers assisted on Carter's goal, Crum and
sophomore goalie David Murison assisted
on Hollstein's goal, and sophomore forward
Zachary Wissman and Masucci assisted as
Hamashima completed his hat trick.
Murison played the whole game, making
24 stops and recording a shutout as he
improved his season record to 2-1-0.
The Bantams will take the ice next on
Saturday, Dec. 8 at 3 p.m. at home against
Salve Regina for their final game of the fall
semester.

'"
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Sophomore forward John Carter controls the puck before scoring the team's only goal against Babson.

Bantams Demolish Competition,
Sweep Div.Ill Rivals at Home
continued from page 20

Use your 1 5 % OFF student discbunt
and save on giftis for everyone on your list.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

Corbins Corner Shopping Pctrkctde
1459A New Britain Ave.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

was inconsequential, as the Trinity swept
the other eight matches.
top position, and he dominated his oppo, The evening bill featured Vassar College,
nent, winning 9-1, 9-0, 9-1.
and as they have done so many times
Not to be topped by his teammate3 sen- before, the Bantams swept the match 9-0.
ior Robertson did not lose a point as he Singh and Lim again led Trinity by playing
won all three sets at love. The rest of the one and two, respectively, and they won
matches followed in accord, and the rest of handily in straight sets. Junior Charles
Trinity's nine men dispatched of their Tashjian and Muhwati, who played the
opponents with ease.
fourth and fifth positions, respectively,
The following day was a bit of a managed to hold their opponents scoreless.
marathon, as the first match began at noon,
No Vassar player managed to score more
and the last one finished late in the evening. than three points in a set, and the majority
They began the competition against fel- of the Bantams dropped none or merely
low NESCAC school Williams, and again one point in winning their sets.
they won without struggling. Sophomore
Of course, the goal for the team is never
Supreet Singh played number one, and he anything less than, an undefeated season,
defeated his Eph opponent 9-5, 9-5, 9-2.
and they will continue that quest this week
Freshman Randy Lim of Georgetown, with their final match of the. semester at
•Malaysia made an impressive collegiate Amherst on Tuesday, Dec. 4 at 6 p.rrij
debut at the second spot, losing only two
Following that, they will returri to
points.in 9-0, 9-0, 9-2 victory.
action on Jan. 17 at home against Brown.
Sophomore Derek deSvastich played a Two of the highlight matches of their seatough match at ninth spot, eventually son, against Harvard and Princeton, will
falling 1-9, 2-9, 10-8, 9-3, 9-6, but the loss occur on Jan. 30 and Feb. 6, both at, home.
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M. Squash Starts Season with Sweeps W. Squash
Dominates
Competition
By MATT FUENTES '09
TRIPOD STAFF

th'

goals

scored

by

junior

mate and co-captain Neil
Robertson has recorded an impressive 21-1 record over"three years.
The team played three seasonopening games this past weekend,
and with victories over Colby,
Williams, and Vassar, they
stretched their streak to 168 wins.
Head coach Paul Assaiante
chose to try a variety of options
over the matches, and he juggled
the lineup for all three contests.
On Friday, they clobbered Colby,
and did not drop a set en route to
a 9-0 victory. Mathur played the

The past four years, the
Bantam women have enjoyed the
consistent and dominating play of
top player Lynn Leong. Last spring
she graduated as a four time AilAmerican.
Needless to say, her presence is
one that will he difficult to replace,
but the team hopes to compete for
a national title by returning four
additional All-Americans in senior
Lauren Polonich, junior Ashley
Clackson, and sophomores Tehani
Guruge and Jo-Ann Jee.
Polonich, who will serve as a
co-captain, has been an AllAmerican all three years that she
has been at Trinity, compiling a 40.16 career record. Classmate Hadley
Schroll will be the other co-captain
for the Bantams this winter. They
will be under the tutelage of Head
Coach Wendy Bartlett.
This past weekend they, along-,
with, the Men's squad, opened
their season with a Friday matchup against NESCAC competitor
Colby. And like the men, they decimated their competition, as Colby
struggled to win even a point jn«-a
9-0 sweep victory. Polonich played

see BANTAMS on page 19

see POLONICH on page 19

Naoto Hamashima in
'Trinity's 8-0 win over
Babson this week

32
points scored by sen-'
ior tri-captain forward Robert Taylo^
this week:

E.C. Caner

Junior Manek Mathur defeated his Williams opponent 3-0 (9-5, 9-7, 9-1) from the number three position on Saturday.
By MATT FUENTES '09

TRIPOD STAFF

the most points
a Golby player'
scored in a set against the
Women's Squash team

1.29
points per game
scored by sophomore forward
Britney
McKenna
this season

There's the 1972 Miami
Dolphins, Michael Jordan's Bulls,
the Yankees of the 1990s, and then
the Trinity College Men's Squash
team.
One would be hard-pressed to
find an American sports team
more dominating than the
Bantam squad. Last time the team
lost, the current class of freshmen
was in the midst of third grade.
Trinity's current winning
streak is the longest in college
sports history, besting the North

Carolina women's soccer team,
who had previously recorded 92
consecutive' victories.
This season, the team returns
17 players, including five AilAmericans, and all signs point to
their being the favorite to win
their 10th straight'national championship. "
They lost four valuable players
to graduation, but they can count
on senior co-captain Simba
Muhwati and juniors Manek
Mathur and Gustav Detter, who
have a combined 96-16 record
between them. Muhwati has a
career mark of 43-3, and his class-

Men's Basketball Makes it Six Straight
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10

TRIPOD STAFF

The Trinity Men's Basketball team took their season-opening undefeated streak to six games with two home wins this past week.
They started with a game against in-state rival Western Connecticut
State. The Colonials/like the Bantams, were unbeaten going into
Tuesday's game. The game was never close, as Trinity opened a lead early
in the game as senior tri-captain forward Russ Martin scored seven of the
game's first 12 points to take the score to 10-2. The Bantams never
looked back en route to a 96-67 win.
They made all eight of their free throws in the first half and took a
63.6 shooting percentage, as well as a 51-24 lead, into the break. Martin
scored 12 points in the first half, and currently leads the team with 93
on the season, but gave the credit for his success thus far to his coaches
points scored this
and teammates.
week by soph"Anything that I accomplish on the court is only because of the
omore point
other 14 guys on this team and the coaches. They are the ones that pass
guard Claire
me the ball in a position for me to score, or the coaches working hard
Arnstein, including
to scout other teams to give not only me, but also our team, advantages.
.. 14 in Trinity's 56-42
There is not one individual, on this team and that is something we
\ comeback win over
stressed very early," Martin said. ,
,
Coast Guard
He added another five points in the second half. Trinity's smallest
lead after;halftime was 23 points, thanks in part to senior tri-captain forward Robert Taylor, who contributed 16 points and seven rebounds in
:
the game.
/
The Bantams refused to sit on their success against the Colonials and
faced the Curry College Colonels at home on Thursday night. In an
even more decisive game, Trinity won, 104-73. Again, Trinity never trailed
straight wins recorded by the after Martin scored the game's first eight points. He contributed 10 overall, Taylor led the team with 16 points and 10 rebounds for his second
k,Men's Squash team
double-double of the season.
The team went into the second-half up 47-31 and continued to pile
on after the break. With just over six minutes remaining, they went on
a 17-7 tear to take an 82-51 lead/
.

168

see MARTIN on page 18
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Senior center Stephen Dunn collects a rebound in the first half of Trinity's win
over Western Connecticut on Tuesday,

